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$CHOOL BANDS RATE H;11 INTESTIVAL
Seen&Heard Calloway
Band Wins
Around
Murray
Approval

1

Miss Ruth Cole
Returns From Navy
Nurse Training

Mrs. West
Dies Today

Girls' Ensembles
Are Rated Superior

Two Injured In
Accident Monday

Murray High
Takes Top
Judge Rating

Mrs. June Pritchett and her
Miss Ruth Cole, director of
son, Nathan, age two, were
Nursing at Murray State Unitreated at the emergency room
Mrs. Maud Annis West, formversity, has returned to Murray
of the Murray-Calloway County
after attending her annual two erly of Calloway County, died
Hospital on Monday about 10:35
weeks training with the Navy this morning at 2:55 at the
AM.
The
Parkview
Calloway County High Nurse Corps.
Convalescent Home,
' • notice that Joseph KauOfficials at the hospital said
The Murray woman holds the Paducah.
Ubu, first pre.sident of the Con- School Band travelled to Padu•
Mrs. Pritchett had contusions,
The Murray High School Symcah
Saturday, March 22, to take rank of Commander in the Navy
The decased was a formes
o
Republic died yesterday.
was x-rayed about the chest, phonic Band under the directTwo Murray High School Mrs. Scott McNabb
and a fresh- and released. Nathan was treat- ion of Phil Shelton received
You'll remember that General part in the Kentucky Music Nurse Corps. Her training this nurse at Nance's Nursing Home,
the--- —
Association Band year was at the Naval Center Paducah. She was 84 years of girls' ensembles under the dir. man, made a superior rating.
Joseph Mobutu overthrew him Education
ed for a bruised check.
highest possible rating, superaction of Mrs. Joan Bowker re- Becky Hogancam
in 1965 We are sorry to hear Festival. The band performed at Bethesda, Md., with "Global age and a member of the Lynn
p, daughter
Reports are that the injuries ior, from all three judges in the
at this death. We never knew the following three numbers: Medicine" the subject for the Grove United Methodist Church. ceived superior ratings at the of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Ho- were sustained in a car accid- State Music Contest
on SaturSurvivors are one daughter, annual State Music Festival Sat- gancamp and a freshman, re- ent. Kentucky
n, of course, but he wiui in "Chorale Prelude in E minor" training course.
State Trooper day.
urday.
by
Reed,
Mrs.
ceived
"Sonatina
Delorus
a
Rhodes
for
Miss
rating
Band"
Cole
of
of excellent in Guy Turner investigated the
Paduserved two years
thick of things when the
,
In competition with thirty
acBoth the senior high and jun- vocal solo.
oew emerging nations of Africa by Erickson, and "Contempora with the Navy Nurse Corps dur- cah; four step daughters, Mrs.
cident, but he wa.i not available bands, Murray High played
ior
high
girls'
Overture"
ensembles
Minnie
Darryel
by
receivHoward of Lynn Grove,
Collield.
ing World War D and was rePaschall, daughter of for details this morning.
are first being formed.
The band received second called to active duty for two Mrs. Eula Armstrong of High- ed the top rating and were high- Mrs. Maggie Paschall and a sotg
ly
praised
for
JUNIOR HIGH BAND
their
place
perform- phomore, made an excellent ratratings from each of the years during the Korean Con- land Park, Mich., Mrs. Lucille
Folks who are in the forefront
Jones of Murray, and Mrs. Tru- ances. The contest, sponsored by ing in solo.
of new movements live a pre- three judges with comments
We Kentucky Music Educators' Members of the
Sixty-eight seventh and
such as: "band exhibits beauty
senior high
The Navy Nurse commander dy Miller of Mayfield; one son,
carious life.
eighth grade members of the
of tone and control." "well re- Was at Murray State when she Albert Lee West of Lynn Grove. Association, was held at Padu- ensemble were Esabelle Ray,
cah
Tilghman High School,
Murray High School J1121101
Donna Carpenter, Ann Hart,
Also surviving are three sisCamellias are in full bloom in hearsed and disciplined—mak- was recalled to duty in the KoIn vocal solo division, Wanda Darryel Paschall, Wanda
High Band and their directCharleston's Famous Gardens. ing good progress," and "good rean conflict. She returned to ters, Mrs. Mary Doran of AnMcor, . David Berry, received
Murray State in 1954 after that tioch, Tenn., Mrs. Attie Arm- McNabb, daughter of Mr. and Nabb, Becky Hogancamp, Cheryl
Azaleas are showing the first sound interpretation."
superior ratings from all
Jones, Jennie Barker, Susan
strong of Lynn Grove, and Mrs.
touch of color as well as the The band then proceeded to active service.
three judges in the State
Hale, Debbie Jones, Judy
flowering Peach, Pear and Crab- the sight-reeding division and
Miss Cole is the daughter of Margie Bayer of Benton; two
Music Contest last Friday.
Adams, Donna Boyd, Jennifer
apple. The gardens also have received a I-rating in sight- Mrs. Rams Cole, 814 West Main brothers, Brown Howard of
In the contest held this
Trotter, Nancy McClain, Karen
Lynn Grove and Ed Howard of
'dental Magnolia and Spires reading. This division was new Street
year at Paducah Tilghman
Paducah; nine grandchildren;
Clendenon, Sarah Cooper and
and other flowering plants. Lot to the festival this year, and
Three more traffic accidents High School, the Murray
thirteen great grandchildren.
Debra Poole.
of folks visit there when these after playing the prepared numThe funeral will be held
Students in the junior 'high were investigated by the Mur- group played three numbflowers and trees are in bloom. bers, a b.ind could elect to sight
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
ensemble include; Cindy Car- ray Police Department on Mon- ers, "The Citadel," "Ballaread or not to sight read.
penter, Mary Alice Doran, Su- day afternoon, according to the dair," and "Russian Choral
chapel
The
of
the
Calloway
Max
H.
Churchill
County
Murray puts on quite a show itHigh
Charles 0. Purdy, age 73, san Hainsworth, Cathy Mitchell, reports filed by the investigat- and Overture."
Funeral Home with burial in
self when the Azaleas are in School Band is under the dir"The total sound of this
ection of Mrs. Carolyn Pigs and
the Young cemetery. Friends passed away Monday afternoon Beverly Parker, Tonya Reeder, ing officers. No injuries were
bloom.
Rural Jones of South 9th may
at the home of his daughter, Libby Sims, Angela Beane, Bet- reported.
group is a real genuine pleahas 32 members from grades
call at the funeral home.
Street, Murray, was transferred
The first occurred at four sure to hear," one judge comMrs. Charles George, Jr., 1702 ty. Boggess, Karen Garrison,
Federal Bureaus: The Bureau )-12. The band was accompanied to the Vanderbilt Hospital,
College Farm Road. His death Marsha Green, Susan Hudgins p.m. at the intersection of
mented and added, "I would
of Public Roads has some "im- to Paducah by members of the Nashville, Tenn., from the MurSouth 11th and Vine Streets.
followed an extended illness. and Nancy Spann.
judge this group as one of
sad attenuation devices" which newly-formed Band Boosters ray-Calloway County Hospital
Cars involved were a 1968 the outstanding junior high
The deceased was a retired
ire only old oil drums placed
on Sunday.
lumberjack with Forestry and
Pontiac GTO driven by Janice
groups in the state."
Miss Jane Shoemaker and
%round highway obstructions to
Spann Wilson of 1319 Vine
The executive board of the Logging Industry in the state of
Jones is undergoing special
act as cushions. The Air Force Kent McCuiston, both seniors
Idaho. He had made his home
Street, and a 1961 Oldsmobile
stocks an items called an "aero- at Calloway County School, won tests and is expected to have to Austin Elementary School Par
"Still as the Nignt" by Bohm;
cot-Teacher Association will with his daughter and family
(Continued on Page Eight)
"American Folk Rhapsody 1"
dynamic personnel decelerator. superior ratings for vocal solos undergo surgery.
here
Murray
in
about
for
the
meet
Wednesda
y,
at
March
the
26,
at
Music
Festival held at
by Grundman and Tchaikovsky's
This is a parachute. The DeHis address for those who 2:30 a.m at the home of Mrs. past year.
"Marche Slave," arranged by
fense Department has a "combat Tilghman.
Purdy
was
an
veteran
Army
Bill
Threet,
604
Elm
They
Street.
are both vocal students would like to send him cards or
emplacement evacuator". Know
Godfrey.
All officers, home room of"World War I and was a
The judges' sheeU were highwhat that Is? Just a fancy name 3f Mrs. Josiah Darnall, director letters are Rural Jones, Vandermember
of
the
VFW
Post
at
chairmen,
and committee chairof choral music at Calloway bilt Hospital, Fifth Floor, Room
ty complimentary in addition to
for a shovel.
Deary,
Idaho,
American
the
and
men
are urged to attend.
County High School.
WASHINGTON 551 — Pres- the superior ratings. Tom
S-5446, Nashville, Tenn.
SiLegion Post No. 13 at Lewiston,
ident Nixon will ask Congress wicki commented:
Miss Shoemaker, daughter of
Abut vandalism cost New
"Frankly,
Idaho.
Mr.
Wednesda
and
y
Mrs.
to
retain
Douglas
the
full
Shoemakto
pick
such playing apart is a
York City $2.7 million last year.
Survivors are his daughter,
10 per cent Income tax sur- waste of time. Such
Last year they paid $1,013,560 er, Murray Route Four, is a
young peoMrs. George, and three grandcharge through mid-1970, Re- ple, such talented sound,
meztolsoprano. She is active in
such
children, Sue Ann, Vanessa.
publican congressional lead- professional musical
school activities and will be the
icomi.ual on Palle MOO
teaching
and William Thomas George,
_
ers reported today.
accompanist for the Laker Songand directorship deserve only
all of Murray, two sisters, and
fest to be held tonight.
the greatest of praise. I know
two
brothers,
Albert
and
Elmer
McCuiston, son of Mr. and
this sounds hackneyed, but in
Purdy.
Mrs. W. D. McCuiston of Murthese troubled times, these alGIRL SCOUT
Funeral
services
will
be
held
ray Route Five, is a baritone.
most revolutionary days, these
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
He is active in other activities
The Murray Girl Scout Neigh- days of the generation gap,
chapel
of
the
J. H. Churchill
at the schools.
borhood Association will meet there is no gap in what you peoFuneral Home with Rev. Wit
at
the Girl Scout Cabin on ple are doing. You are the ones
liam M. Porter officiating.
Wednesday, March 28, at nine of few that are holding the
Pallbearers will be Herman,
a.m. All members are urged to good, beautiful sound that Is.
Aubrey, and Bennie George,
Miss Carolyn Penny
no more than worthy of the
attend.
Earl Cooper, Lester Wilson, and
... County Winner
greatest of praise."
Perry
Valentine.
Murray High School placed
Judge Wayne M. Sheley callInterment will be in the MurSecond in the sweepstakes comSpecialist Fourth Class Ron- tended Murray State University
ed the band "a credit to the
ray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangepetition with 68 points at the
ald Sanders Colson has been re- for 2% years.
community and the excellent
ments by the J. H. Churchill
ported missing in action in Vietbegional Speech Contest held
training of the conductor is
His father is head of the Funeral
Home
where friends
nam, according to word relay- shipping department at the
taturday at Murray State Unievident." Mr. Sheley praised the
may
call.
.
sity. Thu County won first
clarinet section as "one of the
Murray Division of the Tappan
best I have heard in any band,
ce.
Company. He has two brothers,
Seven
Murray
University
Seven students received a School students received supcollege or high school."
Tommy, a sophomore at Murnor rating and are now erior ratings at the District
Judge Lloyd G. Blakely praisray State University, and Kevin,
le for the State Festival. Speech Tournament in Murray,
third grade student at Carter
Miss Carolyn Penny, daugh. the Mid-South Spelling Bee in ed the tone of the band highly.
Judge Nick Koenigstein praisInclude David Bucking- March 22.
Elementary School, and one sis•
ter of Mrs. Marilyn Penny, Al Memphis, Tennessee on April
ed the phrasing and the band
.
original oratory; Bill Pinkter, Cindy, a freshman at Mur- A Bible Institute will be held mo, was the winner of the an- 25.
Ralph Tesseneer, senior, reat the West Fork Baptist
n, analysis of a public add- ceived a superior in Extemporray High School.
nual Calloway County spelling
Other students participating in general.
Church, located west of Stella
ress, Darlene Stuart, dramatic aneous Speaking. Others rating
Eighty-aeven members of the
match held on Saturday, March
tcentInued on Pao. Eight)
on Mayfield Highway 121, en
Murray High Band are happy
terpretation; Javda Stuart, superior were: Marcia Hayes
22 at the Court House. She was
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
and proud with the results of
and Edith Sheeks, seniors, Poeawarded a prize of $25.00.
evenings at seven o'clock.
joCentInued
Pee.
their hours of hard practice,
try Interpretation; Sam Collins,
Rev. R. A. Stinker of Murray,
Shelton said. The consensus of
Miss Margaret Greer, daughsenior, Dramatic Interpretation;
rhtired state missionary, will, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint Greer
the judges that theirs was "the
Annette Houston, sophomore,
be the speaker on Thursday of Kirksey was the sixth grade
most expressive band that playstorytelling; Mary Winter, waevening.
winner and Suzette Hughes,
ed" in the contest held at Paphomore, prose; and Barbara
The Senior Hi Youth FellowThe
speaker
for Friday even- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Rev. William Bonner, student ducah Tilghman High School
Howard, 8th grade, prose.
ship of the First United Me- ing will be
Rev. John Stringer H. Hughes of Kirksey was the director in the Norfolk area was a great reward, he
These students will attend the
concludthodist Church has inaugurated of Benton.
Sp4C Ronald S. Colson
Rev. Tommy Grubbs seventh grade winner. The and contract consultant in Cam- ed.
state speech league tournament
a new evening program at the of Lynnville
Members of the Murray-Cal- In Lexington, April 17,
will
be
the
SaturEvangelis
sixth
ed
pus
to
parents,
his
conducted
m,
and
a
Mr.
seventh
and
Mrs.
grade
winner
18, and
church at six p.m.
day evening speaker.
loway County Shrine Club and W.
Cletus Colson, 705 Sycamore
special seminar on "Campus
each received $10.00.
Members have the opportunRev.
Heyward
their wives met Saturday evenRoberts,
pastor,
Evangelism" at the Baptist
Street,
on
Monday.
Other students participating
ity of choosing an area of study and the church
ing at the home of Mr. and In the tournament were Chris
invite the pub- The winner will compete in Student Union, Murray State
A represenUtive of the Mur- which appeals to them as
in- lic to attend.
William Moffett, Pallorli- Kodman and Claudia Matthal, ray State University ROTC DeUniversity on Thursday a n d
dividual members. The study
gee Shores.
Friday, March 20 and 21.
uniors; Beth Garrison, junior; partment and the family's min- started on Sunday, March 23.
*Don Robinson, president, Prli• Jill Shroat and Mark Etherton, ister, Bro. Bill Threat of the
The director represented the
The study areas are as foltented a wedding gift on be- sophomores; Kitty Milliken and Seventh and Poplar Church of lows:
Student Department of the Bap11f of the Shrine members and Katie Kemp, freshmen; Rachael Christ, relayed the messeae to
tist Sunday School Board.
Drama under the leadership
thk. wives to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baar, Cathy Christopher, Ray- his parents.
Through efforts of Bro. W.
of
Mrs.
Robert
Howard
and
Mrs.,
Revival services will be held
Ift•I Watkins who were recent- lene Burris, Kip Mason,
Specialist Fourth Class Col- Donald Jones. Members
Kathy
Four-H members in the Pur- C. Skinner and students at the
of this at the Oak Grove Baptist Church
') misnag.
Rogers, and Pam White, 8th son was last seen at an aircraft group will work on a drama to
chase Are will have an oppor- BSU, the prayer room is being
starting Sunday. March 30, and
Prot4I4i5 the meeting the
remodeled at the Center. Conlanding zone in Vietnam when be presented later for
the bene- continuing through Saturday, tunity to participate in the KenWives sewed a potluck supper. grade.
the area came under hostile at- fit of the entire fellowship
The Business and Professiontucky Dairy Judging contest to tributions to assist in the cost
or
April 5,
Annouhament was made of
tack on March 21, according to the church at large.
be held on the campus of the have ulnae from the students al Women's Club held its re'ON/ next allowship breakfast
Rev.
W.
D.
Lowry,
pastor
of
and
the
Lydian
the
School
Sunday
message sent by the Army
Records
gular monthly meeting on
University of Kentucky during
The Methodist Church — Its the Wingo Baptist Church,
te be held ei gunday. April 13,
will the fine part of August.
to the ROTC here.
In or- Class at the First Baptist Thursday evening, March 20, at
History and Work. This group be the
at 9:30 am, t the Southsida
evangelist
the
for
serChurch,
The ROTC said the message will be led by Joe Brunk
the Murray Woman's Club
Itestaurant; ands/ the next reand vices each evening at 7:30 p.m. der to qualify they must attend
The BSU has sent youth teams House.
further said that a search was will look at the significan
Area Dairy Judging training
galar meeting so
t
conThe
church
pastor, Rev. HarSaturday,
into a number of churches in
In progress in the area for the tribution which Methodis
Mrs. Odelle Vance, club preAprIl 19.
m has old Smotherman, and the con- meetings that have been held 3r
the past weeks. The BSU Choir sident, called the meeting
Murray boy. They are now a- made and is
making to the gregation of the church invite are to be held at Later dates.
to
Members and wive' attending
The Calloway County Genesi- waiting further word from
the
eetings have already been held gave a concert at the Reldiand order and led the group in the
were Mr. and Mrs. ?teed Co
the public to attend.
- ogic.al Society is in the protest Army concerning the search. Christian fellowship.
Baptist
Church
March
on
and
16,
in Calloway and Graves Count
pledge of Allegiance to the
The Sermon On The Mount.
them, Mr. and Mrs. Norman of collecting Bible records to
plans are being spade for an- United States flag.
Sp4C Colson was serving with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson,
lea.
Mrs. Jessie
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Jeny Lee, be published in book form
Jr., will
appearanc
other
Company B, First Battalion, 8th lead this group study.
e
choir.
the
by
Another meeting will be held
Shoemaker, State World Affairs
U. Col. and Mrs. Jock Pirsall,
An atRegular
activities
Cav.,
held
are
First
at Chairman, gave the Internatio
Cav. Div., Air Ma
n Ballard County at the Ex.
("pt. and Mrs. Harold HenternMrs. Price Doyle ass request- bile. He had left for overseas tempt will be made to discover
nsion Office in LaCenter on the center under the direction al Prayer as the Invocation.
what this Sermon has to say
•
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jong, ed that anyone having records
of Rev. Lloyd Cornell. A Monduty
October
on
1968.
14,
The
World
to
Affairs
the
contempor
tr. and Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mi of this kind to call 753-1422 or
ary Christian
Committee
UAW./ Prose laboragglests1
(Continued on Pave Eight)
day evening Bible study has had charge of the
The Murray soldier entered youth with
and Mrs Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. 753 1863 from nine a. m. to faur
regard to his daily
program. The
been organized and is held af- committee was
the Army in May of last year. life.
RObinson, Mr and Mrs. Moffett, ). tn.
composed of
by United ens, internam'''.
He took his basic training at
ter vesper services.
Mrs. Sadie Nell Jones, ChairRIDING CLUB
Young people in high school
ad Sgt First Class Claude
Cloudy, windy and cooler to.
Fort Campbell and his A1T who have
man,
Mrs. Hazel Tutt, Miss
not been attending day and -tonight with light rain
Welch. Visitors were Mr. and
The Society is alao reprint- training at
NOW YOU KNOW
Fort Lewis, Wash- this evening group
Ruth Lassiter and Mrs. Ethel
The Wranglers Riding Club
Mrs. Charles Bartlett, Mr. and ing their book, "Cemeteries of
are cordial- mixed with snow ending from
ington.
Ward. Mrs. Jones introduced
ly invited to do so. Supper is west tonight. High today in the will meet Thursday, March 27, by United
'Mrs. Woodrow Dunn of Benton, Calloway County''. Persons inPress International fhe guest
"Ronnie" as he is known to served
speaker, Major Charat 545 and the study 40s Low tonight upper 20s west at seven pm at the Calloway The highest
, and Mr. and Mn. Paul Poe of terested in his book may call
recorded
his many friends is a graduate areas convene
number
les N. Bartlett, teacher to the
Louisville.
at six pm and to 303 east Clearing and con] County Court House. Everyone of piglets in one
753-1163, 753-1746, or 436-2341. of Murray
•
litter
High
is
94,
School and at- run to 6:50 pm
/rail
is invited to attend.
Wednesday.
.
born in June, 1961, in Denmark. (Continued on Page eight)
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Murray High
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KENTUCKY
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This Is Year LAND 1RANSFERS
City-County
Elections

LaVame`

FINLESS= by INDOES • TIMES PUBLISISING COMPANY,
Larry Bogard and Nancy BoHANOI - Dr. Phung Van Oung, deputy president a
ConeolldsUon ot the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
gard to Ovate Boggard and Mary
The Timm-Herald, October X. INN and the West Kentiadtlan. the National Liberation Front, asserting over Hansil
Lee Bogard;281/2 acres on ButterJanuary I, MI
Radio that the Viet Ciong will fight until all Atherbsan
worth ROad,
1311 N. eth Serest. Murray. IlLeateets Oen
troops are withdrawn from Vietnam:
Lyna Parker and Bessie Para
JAMZE1 C. WILLIMES, PUBLUIHER
"As long as the Americans continue to invade South
ker to Ray Starks; 25 acres
Rockhouse Greek.
We rearm the right to ntject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor. Vietnam, the Vietnamese pepole will continue their
at Public Voice items which, In our opinion, are not tor the beet fight until there isn't a trace of an invader on VietnamMildred Beale Russell to II
Intermit of our readers.
art L. Hooks; property in Cello.
ese soil."
way County.
NATIONAL REPRIMENTATIVINS: WALLACE NMI= CO. INA
FRANKFORT-This is KentucBriar Hill, Inc., to W. Hunt
Medina Aye, Merephin Teen.; Time di We Bldg, New York,
ky's year for city and county as Smock; lot in Riverwood SubdivStephenson Bldg., Detroit, M.
well as legislative and judicial ision.
elections.
Entered at the Post °mos. Murray, KentAdry. tor Unnssairnion as
IJIMOER•TO118 FELS
1. Wells Purdom, Alice B.
Sowed Class Matter
The Republican and Democra- Purciom, Jack M.
Belote, Ellaprimary
elections
tic
will
be
on abeth P. Belote, Grant Stiles,
Robert Perry was named as president of the MurSUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 30c, per
and
27
general
May
the
election and Laurin° Stiles
month $1.10. Di Calloway and actSonung counties. per year. MAO; ray Chamber of Commerce at the meeting this week.
to Pad ShapBohm 1 Er 2. $11.00: Elsewhere a13.00. AU service subscriptions $11.00. Other officers are James Lassiter, Joe Baker Littleton, on Nov. 4.
iro, Sandra Shapiro, L. K. PinkThe last day for an unregister- ley, Frances Pinkley,
Jack M.
and John Trotter.
The Oreasaadlne Carle Asset el a Commesilly Is the
ed Kentuckian to register to vote
Intoprey et Ma Phrwmparmie
W. E. (Will) Farley, age 88, died yesterday at the In one of the primaries-depend- Belote, and Elisabeth P. Belote;
home of a daughter, Mrs. Ray Jourdan of Lynn Grove lag on whether he isa Republican lot on South 13th Street.
Farms and Homes, inc., to
Route One.
Or Democrat-is Saturday,March Bobby G. Warren and Judy
F.
NIXON SETS TONE
Waylon Rayburn of Murray, head consul of the 22.
I
Warren; lot in Kirksey SubdivisWoodmen of the World Kentucky Jurisdiction, presided
•
While there is no statewide ion,
c
contest up for voter decision,
l TInf TIDE of public opinion is winging away from the at the annual meeting held in Louisville.
A. H. Kopperud, Hanle E. KoMrs. Z. C. Herrold and daughter of Mt. Pleasant, the legislative races are of int- pperud, A. H. Titsworth,
I dissident college student who
and
seeks "rights" which do Mich., are spending
erest
to
state-at-larg
the
bee
I not
the Easter vacation with her mother,
Blanche C. Titsworth to Conbelong to him.
cause
determine
they
makethe
Mrs. Ruby Farmer.
t
venient Industries of America;
up of the State's law-making-body two lots in K.
President Nixon made a strong statement over the
c
T. Commercial
-the Kentucky Legislature-for plat.
t weekend on the subject in which he
placed primary re1970-72.
Sanders and Purdom Motor
1 sponsibUity on the shoulders of the
college administraAll of Kentucky's 100 seats in Sales to Ardell
Phillips and Evtion, He pointed out that the permissive
the
State
House
Representat
of
LaD4311R
•TEEN PIKE
attitude diaelyn L. Phillips of Sikeston, Mo.;
ives are to be filled for two-year lot in Panorama
. 4 played by so many college administra
Shores,
tions is responsible
terms. Half of the 38 seats in
i In large part for the riots, great prcperty
Lakeland Inc., to ThelmaJohnMayor George Hart proclaimed March 91 Town Indamage,
and
the State Senate-those of the son; lot on Calloway
I
Avenue.
complete disruption of many institutions of
spection Day and urged all citizens to cooperate with the even - numbered
higher
districts-also
s
L. V. Mattingly and Corene
UNEARTH ANCIENT RUINS - The walls of an ancient buildingKentucky
State
i learning.
Fire Prevention Association in elimi- are to be filled. State Senators
Mattingly to Wilbur Stoneberger
are revealed under the pavement of Rome's Piazza Esedra
nating fire hazards in Murray.
are elected for four-year terms. and Christine Stoneberger
i
We think he could have added another
; agrduring excavation for construction of a subway station.
point.
Murray High School will be evaluated next month Half of the Senators are holddvI
eement on use of well on propSince Federal funds are being withheld from Institu- by
Archeologists must decide whether the ruins are important
a committee of ten educators representing the South- ers.
erty.
enough to require a change in the route of the planned
tions which allegedly do not integrate,
Also to be tilled are Circuit
we think that ern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, it
Affidavitt of descent of Eddie
subway line
Wahlephotii)
I by the same token, Federal funds of any
kind should be was announced by W. Z. Carter, superintendent of the judgeships throughout the state, Bruce Evans, died December 8,
as well as the posts of Common- 1967, to Calista Evans, Joe
I withheld from any college which
city
school
system.
Brucannot show that
I
Rev. Bogard Dunn, an alumni of Hazel High School, wealth's attorneys and Circuit ce Evans, and Eddie Evans.
stringent measures have been taken to halt
her false teeth has had a claim
this type of will be the
1
Court
clerks.
Circuit
judges may
speaker at the annual alumni banquet of the
Affidavitt of descent of Tony
, rebellion.
for a new, free set turned down
LIFE EXPECTANCY UP
file for bith Republican and Dem- Evans, died November 28, 1966,
School on April IS
1
By stringent measures, we do not mean that
by the West Sussex National Hasocratic nomination. The term in to Aubrey Evans, Paul Evans,
students
I merely have been threatened with
the judicial districts is for six Eddie Bruce Evans, Culista Ev- WASHINGTON EIE - The Ito Executive Council.
disciplinary action.
expectancy
liSe
Lodians
of
and
years.
ans, Joe Bruce Evans, and Edd- natives of Alaska is now 64
We mean they should show that tamable makers
have
County contests always dema- ie Evans.
.
been kicked out of school and not.aillimed
compared with 70.5 for the gennd attention. Offices involved inback on the
Affidavitt of descent of Mar- eral population, Erwin S. Eaa campus We mean that known
clude those of County judge, Co- shall Lube Fuqua, died January
trOubie Wiakers such as
beau, director of the Indian
a
Dr. Leary, Rap Brown and Eldridge
Bear ye one anothees burdens, and so fulfill the law unty attorney, County sheriff, 3, 1969, to Artice Mae Fuqua, Health Service, testified ThursCIISTer have not
magistrate
constable.
and
The
been invited to speak at the achoola
Hugh
Grey Fuquaof GenesoD,Ill., day. Dr. Etabeau told a Senate
of Christ. -Galatians 6:2.
' :
-- -•
county offices are for four-year Julia Ann Crago of Owensboro,
appropriations
subcommittee
?
No man can call himself a follower of Christ and
We might say that since trouble makers
terms.
among stuand Don Lube Fuqua.
the health level of Indians has
the need of his neighbor.
dents are in the great mlisority, the decent
Cities
throughout
the
state will
Aubrey Evans, Paul Evans, Au- "substantially improved" durstudents are
choose their mayors and other drey McCui.ston, Culista
being penalized by withholding Federal
Evans, ing the four years the Health
funds. Unforcity officers,
tunately this is true. Haven't the disruptive
Joe Bruce Evans, and Eddie Eva- Service has been under the Defew always
Two proposed amendments to ns toMason C. Wheeler; lot
in partment of Health; Education
t
penalised the decent majority. Nearly every
WSM-TV
WI. C-TV
the State Constitution will be on Cherry Corner.
WSIX-TV
law on the
and Welfare. He said infant
books was put there because of a few,
Classel 4
Cbanoel 5
Cbassel
ballots throughout Kentucky. One
a very few, who
Calvin Wells Overbey to Culls- mortality declined from 62.5 to
1- failed to learn how to live among
would authorize the General Ass- In Evans; property on Old Murray 32.2 per 1,000 live births from
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TaUDEAU TO VISIT
WASHINGTON ces - Prime
Minister- Pierre Elliott Trudeau
of Canada will make his first
official trip to Washington
Monday and Tuesday, and President and Mrs. Nixon will hold
their first state dinner in has
honor Monday night. Trude.%
a bachelor, will stay at Blair
House. He has meetings scheduled both days with Nixon.

By UNITED mass urrans ATIONAL

NEW YORK - Former Secretary of State Dean
Rusk, commenting on whether the United States should
go ahead with an anU-ballisUo missile program:
"The real question . . . is do we have, from a scientific and technical point of view, a good horse to bet on?
Do we have first class workable ABMs? If we don't
have
those, then let's put more in research and development."

MARE EVERY GLITZ

WASHINCYrON - Rep. Paul Findley,
explaining why he Is inserting into the Congressonal Record
names of the 33,000 Americans who have been killed in
Vietnam:
"It focuses public attention on the real price of war
to see page alter page after page, in entail type, of boys'

Since Ina
WASHINGTON - CBS President Frank Stanton,
Indicating why his network refused to submit programs
to the National Association of Broadcasters for prescreening
"Responsibility for evaluating and judging programs
- like the responsibility Inc creating and transmitti
ng

TRUMAN'S PRIVATE CM SOLD This luxurious private railroad car used by former President Harry S TrumAn during hi. 114/1 re-election
campaign, was auctioned off for 377.000
in 1.03 Angeles The 32-foot.long car, which has an
fibmervation parlor, dining room, four
bedrooms atid four baths, was bought by Robert F' Koste,
representing Alex Barket,
pre.ident and board chairman of Civic Plaza
NationalBank in Kamuts City, Mn.
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Murray Marble
Works
EUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White
Manager
Ill Maple St. 7534312

M. C.
MAJOR
for

CALLOWAY /
COUNTY
SHERIFF
Your Vote and Influence Wit Be
Deeply Appreciated
Over 20 years experience in supervisory, administrative, foci security
work.
I promise Honest, Qualified, Efficient law enforcement.
Law and order upheld•in a fair and
equal manner.
,
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rloyd Wins Open
In Sudden Dea

CARDINALS FAVORED
TO REPEAT AS
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS

20-year-old South African Bobby
Cole. Cole wound up at 281 in a
tie with Arnold Palmer who showJACKSONVILLE, Fla. UPI - ed no signs during the tournaRay Floyd knows the value of ment of the hip bursitis which
making those short putts; he got had forced him off the tour for
$4,300 a foot for the last one he several weeks.
A stroke back at 282 stood
knocked in.
A pressure-packed little two- Billy Casper, making his first
araoter on the first hole of a Florida appearance in several
ludden-death playoff Sunday was years after conquering an allthe difference between the $20,- ergy, New Zealand lefthander
000 Floyd got for winning the Bob Charles, last Tuesday's MoGreater Jacksonville Open and nsanto Open champion Jim Colthe $11,400 Gardner Dickinson bert and Bob Murphy.
Lionel Herbert, who led the
settled for as the runnerup.
It took another two-footer on first round and shared the secthe final hole of regulation play ond round lead, would up with a
to put Floyd into the playoff with 74-284; Citrus Open champion
Dickinson, who hill* a Z3-foot bir- Ken Still had a 76-285; and deAte putt on the lip of the cup on fending GJ0 champion Tony JackThat hole and then missed a 15- lin of England had a 72-288.
Floyd, who now has won $36,tooter that would have kept the
379 so ear this year, was already
playoff alive.
The 26-year-old Floyd,*curly- looking to the future. He was as
haired, slightly overweight for. pleased with the 70 points he got
Mar "Army brat," has twoprev- toward making the Nyder Cup
bms PGA victories to his credit team he's now fifth and the team
but hadn't finished in front since takes 12 as with the money he woo.
"The idea that I might get to play
the 1965 St. Paul Open.
"It's been three and a half for the U. S. sure gives me a
lairs since that last win," Floyd kick."
He also was looking forward
said, a bit misty-eyed. "I'm really elated, you begin to wonder to the Masters where he finished
if you will ever win again." fifth last year. "I hope to do even
Dickinson, the 41-year-old vet- better this time," be said.
Wind, which whipped the coureran who headed last fall's sinceresolved player revolt, was a se throughout the day, got especially heavy during the aftergracious loser.
"I thought I played well," the noon and it appeared for awhile
obviously dishearted Dickinson that Cole, who finished four hours
said. "1 didn't think my putts ahead of Floyd and Dickinson who
mere short on either the 18th were in the final twosome, might
or the sudden death both missed finish a lot higher than he did.
But Dickinson caught Floyd
by about an inch although right on
line. But that's the way it goes with a birdie at No. 1, moved
sometimes."
ahead when Floyd bogied No. 4
Floyd and Dickinson finished and held his one-stroke lead thrregulation play with matching 10- ough 12 as both bizdied No. 7.
wider-par 278s-two strokes aheFloyd birdied No
13 while
ad of U. S. Open champion Lee Dickinson was running off a strTrevino, South Africa's Gary Pl- ing of 11 consecutive pars. They
ayer and Dewitt Weaver - all of went back to No. 1 to try to resolve their battle.
Illehom get $5,300.
Floyd, saying"! never thought
Floyd, who started the final
round with a one-stroke lead I could possibly reach the green
over Dickinson and Weaver shot in two," hit a three wood from
a 1-under-par 71 for the regulation 265 yards away and overdrove
18 holes Sunday. Dickinson and the green, the tall coming to
Trevino had 70s, Player a 71 rest about five feet off the fringe.
He went to his putter and left
and Weaver a 72.
Sunday's best round was a the ball within two feet of the
record-tying 7-under par 65 by cup, then sank that $4,300-a-foot
utt.
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Stsorts Writer
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In addition to Torre, the Cards
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. UPI - infield has Julian Javier at sec- ,
The St. Louis Cardinals haven't ond, Dal Maxvill at short, and
forgotten that little matter of the Mike Shannon at third.
Torre, who slipped to .248
World Series they "blew" last
October. Despite their runaway last year, will be under pressure
pennant victory in the National from Joe Hague, a left batsman
League last year, they see no who hit .293 with 23 homers at
reason to stand pat.
Tulsa.
That's why they moved into
Bob Gibson , of course, re-7
the trading market and picked mains the big man of the Card
up two new important regulars pitching staff, and , in fact, of
Joe Torre for ftrstliase and swift the whole team. With a fantastic
Vada Pinson to replace retired 22-9 year that earned him the
Roger Maris in right field-plus Cy Young and Most Valuable Plthree new pitchers, Dave Giusti, ayer awards, Gibson at 33 still .
Gary Waslewski, and the effer- may not be at the peak of his
vescent Bo Bolinsky.
career.
The deal for Torre,swung during spring training in an even-up
Revealing Figures
swap for Orlando Cepeda, was the
final move and stamped the Card- 9lbson's I/68 figures readl
inals as more than ever favorites a blueprint for greatness -,1e
to repeat as N. L. champions.Plied a 1.12 earned run avrdge,
The Torre deal came as a 13 shutouts, 15 straight Victories,
surprise after the Atlanta Braves 47 straight scoreless innings, 28
had failed to deal him away to the complete games in 34 starts and
New York Mets. Torre, who had led the league in strikeouts with •
been at sword's point with Braves 268 and innings pitched with 305.
general manager Paul Richards The batters' only hope is that
over his part in the spring play- the slightly lowered pitching moers' strike, was as unhappy with uld will make Bullet Bob a shade
the Braves as they were with him, less awesome, butthat's a mighty
but the Cards promptly gave the slim hope.
big slugger a raise and now he's
Nelson Briles, 19-12, and Ray
TENNESSEE ALL-STAR Art Polk (left)
game played last night at Nashville. Tenall smiles.
Washburn, 14-8, are the No. 2
. battled Jerry King of Kentucky in the
nessee won, 103-94.
Pinson brings a lifetime batt- and 3 starters.
Tennessee - Kentucky 1411- Star basketball
The weakness of the Card pitPhoto from The Commercial Appeal
ing average of .296 to the Cardinals as the replacement for Marts, ching staff, if there is one, is
If he can hit up to those figures, that it does not have an estabhe could team with Lou Brock lished southpaw starter. Steve
and Curt Flood to give the Cands Carlton made 33 starts last year
one of the best outfields in base- but completed only 10 with a_13-ll
ball. Certainly, it will be one of record. Joe Hoerner, with an 8-2
the fastest outfields of modern record and 1.47 ERA is strictly .
By MILTON RICHMAN
started 23 games, struck out 112 times that is going to take a lot a relief man. There are only two
NASHVILLE wti — TennesUPI Sports Writer
batters in 163 inning and had a of base hits away from other other lefties on the roster-Belinsee, getting sensational outside
sky and rookie Jerry Reuss.'
10-6 record alonn Wth an impre- teams.
shooting, raced to an early lead
Reuss is a lad who makes •
VERO BEACH, Fla. UPI - The ssive 2.21 earned run
and easily downed Kentucky
average.
"More Pitching Help"
Schoenctienst's eyes
sparkle,
'103-94 Monday night in the an-, fatly in the small car was about
. Darwin Unprotected
"Keep your eye on this fellow,"
nual College All-Star game fea- to make a left turn, and anytime
Right
behind the top three as said Schoendienst. "He's big, he
turing seniors from the two you get a dandy combination like
The baseball meetings at San No. 1 outfielder is big Jim Hicks, throws hard and he has a sharp
that you know it means trouble.
states.
Nearly $900 worth In this case. Francisco took place less than who hit 23 homers with a .366 curve. And he is only 19-years- •
East Tennessee's Harley Swift
old."
When Dodger vice president 30 days after Bobby Darwin towed batting average at Tulsa.
pumped in 22 points to lead the
Important as the acquisitions
Reuss is extremely impressTennessee team and was named Al Campanis, who happened to Campanis's car away and when
By STU CAMEN
the most valuable player in the be going the other way, climbed Campanis investigated he discov- of Torre and Pinson were , the ive to watch. Despite his six
UPI Sports Writer
game. Swift got plenty of help out of what had once been his ered the Orioles weren't protect- Cards' addition of the three new feet, five inches, he has a silky
ing Darwin in the draft.
pitchers could be a bigger factor smooth pitching motion, and as
NEW
UPI - A "Rew" from Vanderbilt's Tom Hagan shiny, unmarked automobile, it
When it came time for the in this year's pennant race.
Schoendfenst says, he throws haJerry Quarry proved more of a with 21 and Middle Tennessee's was no longer shiny, the rigid
side -looked like an accordion Dodgers to make their No. 1 "We decided we needed some rd. A hometown St. Louis boy, ,
quarry than big Buster Mathis Willie Brown with, 20.
Louisville's Butch Beard toss- and the fenders on both cars draft pick in San Francisco Cam- more pitching help," explained Reuss has a 7-8 record and
bargained for Monday night.
ed in 31 points to pace the Ken- were locked so that neither
a 2.17 ERA as an 18- year-old
manager Red Schoendienst.
could panis stood up and said:
Quarry,
with
a
history
of
lying
By PRID DOWN
"The Los Angeles Dodgers "Two or three fellows had been at Arkansas and may be a year
victory over the Seattle Pilots. back and waiting for his opponent tuckians while Morehead's La- move.
UPI Seeds Writer
The first thnic Campanis knew draft Bob Darwin from the Roch- carrying a lot of the burden for or so away from the big leagues .
Jenkins, whose 20-15 record to come to him, stormed out mar Green had 18 points and
Luis Tient of the Cleveland
a long time. So we added some yet.
there were two tow trucks at the ester club."
In 1988 made him the only ma- from the opening bell and 'un- 18 rebounds.
Wilms and Ferguson Jenkins
Tennessee hit 24 of 45- field scene.
And now, which Dodger pitcher new arms."
Schoendienst insists it's too
jor league pitcher who has woo leashed a two-fisted attack on
the Chicago Cubs made it
goal attempts in the first half
Giusti, a right-hander who had early in the year to be either —
20 games in each of the last two the 238'2 - pound Mathis
"Would you like to have it tow- here do you thiok Walt Alston
to gain to build a 56-40 lead at
irtually official Monday that
inter- ed?" said one of the Johnny's on- is most excited about? Here's an ll-4 record with last place optimistic or pessimistic about
seasons, was equally impressive in impressive 12-round
unanim- mission. The Tennessee
they'll be on the mound two
squad the-spot to Campanis, who was a hint: The pitcher drives a tow Houston, was hammered hard the Cards' chances of repeating
as be allowed two runs in six ous decision and
place himself finished 41 of 93 from the
weeks hence when the major
truck.
field sadly surveying the mess. •
in his first spring appearance as National League champions. i
innings of the Cubs' 5-1 triumph In line for
Joe Frazier's five- while Kentucky hit 38 of
league bawl:tall season opens.
94.
over the Oakland Athletics.
Of course, they are definitely
"How much?". asked the Los "From what I've seen, I'd but figures to be effective for
state heavyweight championship.
All that's left now is for
Tennessee, led by Art Polk
have to say he's got a good the National League champions. the team to beat and, if every,. •
Rico Petrocelli, one of the
Angeles veep.
After the bout it was revealed and Ketchell Straus
Reneger Alvin Dark of the Inwith 11 "Twenty five dollars."
chance to stay with us," Alston Right-hander Waslewski was ob- thing clicks, could just possibly
Boston Red Sox' numerous Mathis
dians and Manager Leo Durochbroke the middle knuckle each, led in rebounds,
comeback kids, hit a grand
59-55.
says about Darwin. "He's looked tained from the Red Sox, chiefly run away from the field as they
"I
can't
get
it
done
for
nothon his left hand in the first round.
er of the Cubs to name the Aar
Tennessee, coached by Vandid last year.
ing," said Campanis. "I belong exceptionally good. Right now I'm for relief duty.
sight-handers for the prestigious slam homer in the sixth inning But, injury aside, it seemed that derbilt's Roy Skinner,
to mart a 10-4 romp over the
copped to the AAA."'
not sure whether he could help us -And southpaw Belinsky was
asaimunents.
its
even
first
a
healthy
win
Mathis
in
would
have
the
three years
Pittsburgh Pirates. Petrocelli
"It's entirely up to you, mis- more starting or relieving. TM- picked up from Hawaii as the
Tiant, who had a 21-4 record
connected off left-hander Luke_ been no match for the quicker the game has been played. The
ter,"
tend a 1.00 earned run average
the guy said, getting into 4's something we'll have to see." big surprise of theannual playerKentucky
and
more
team
aggressi
ve Quarry.
was, coached by
Walker after Ken Harrelson
All this fine progress by Dar- draft.
in 1988, showed Monday that he
truck
his
and driving off.
CIIARLE.S TO PLAY
Western
'
"I
don't
want
to use the broken
Kentucky's John Olddoubled and Walker issued two
win makes Campanis feel good, "Our reports on him - not one
is just about ready when he
knuckle
as an excuse," said Matwalks. Harrelson and George
It isn't every day you get into but several - were so good that
allowed five hits and walked
AAA to the Rescue
Scott also flowered for the Red his who entered the ring as an 11-5
an accident and wind up drafting there was no question then of pictwo betters in the Indians' 5-3
MONTREAL UPI - Defending
favorite, but was hardly the darlSox.
Campanis made a phone call the fellow who comes to tow your king him and we did," explained champion Bob Charles of New
a.
Catcher- Dick Dietz doubled ing of the crowd of 15,076 who Ike As Halfback
and in 10 minutes or se another car awae.. It's a little unusual. Card general manager Bing De- Zealand is among those who will
with the bases filled and two paid $167,293 to see the contest
But what can you expect from vine when folks raised eyebrows, vie for the
WE:411 POINT, N.Y.(UN)- two truck came along and a
65th annual Canadian
out in the first inning to lead at Madison Square Garden.
_
a father who trades away his own
Belinsky, whose previous pit- Open golf championship July 24Quarry and Mathis treated the On_Nov. 9, 1912, a halfback tall, athletic young fellow got
the San Francisco Giants to a
nained Dwight David Eisenhower out and asked for the
son?
ching record with the Angels, 27, tournament officials said Frinecessary
5-9 victory over the San Diego crowd to quite a fashion show with played
for
Phillies and Astros never quite day. The 33-year-old 'southpaw
Padres. It was -the Giants' 12th the winner displaying his talents hall team a favored Army foot. AAA card. He looked at the name
which loin to due on the card and
zoomed as high as his playboy was runner up in the British Open
thee up at Camvictory in 18 exhibition games. in pink velvet trunks while Mat- ar
isle Indians 27-6. Playing his panis.
reputation, 'tad a 9-14 record for and the PGA Championship
Mike Epstein and Tim Cullen his, who was roundly booed durlast
first game for Carlisle in that
Hawaii with a 2,97 earned run year after winning the Canadian,
"I know you, Mr. Campanis,"
drove in two runs each and Joe ing the pre-fight introductions,
game
was
the
legendary
Jim he said. "You're with the DodColeman and Dick Bosnian com- showed up in black velvet trunks
CONTRACTS SIGNED
MaTitrk
141:1116
,
gers."
bined in a four-hitter 23 the which split down the middle in the Thorpe.
* 0*
4,4
W. L PA•• Washington Senators defeated second round.
"That's right. What's your nathe
me?" Campanis asked the6-footBraves 5-1. MoleNEW YORK UPI - The New
The only knockdown came in Pett-Putting
fratillelL
i
1
4 man,Atlanta
Pitcher
a 12-game winner in 1988, the second round when
2, 200-pounder.
York Gianta announced today the
Quarry
DETVOIT (UPI) - Mickey
limited the Braves to two hits, caught Mathis
cIoS
"You wouldn't know me. My signing of their No. 8, 11 and 12
4,1
1
3
with
a
stinging
Ces eivesie
including Hank Aaron's homer, left hook to
tofieh.'w
.ho.sparked the Detroit name is Bobby Darwin."
choices from the last National
the side of the heed.
ti 4
over the first six innings.
"Sure I know you," Campanis Football League draft.
Mathis at first seemed &sad bet Tigers to the 1968 World Series
Las ANON
Fritz Peterson pitched perfect
Returning contracts were 6-4,
then sagged to one knee skeins conquest over St. Louis by pitch- said. "You originally signed with
ball for the first five Innings
4
ropes and took an eight-come ing three victories, rode a motor- the Angels, you got a good bonus 200-pound George Irby of Tusksand
the
New York Yankees went
AMITSPOZ01211
Quarry, who emerged from cycle to each home game during and we were interested in you. gee; 5-11, 200 - pound John Fuqua
on to beat the New York Mets
By the way, how did you do this of Morgan State; and 6-1, 225W. L. PM.•II.
fight unmarked, bloodied Mat- the season. t
the
7-3 in a night gate at St. Petersyear?"
* * *
pound Harry Blackney of Maryhis'
nose
the
in
10th
round.
The
burg, Fla Nate Oliver drove in
10
1
"I did real well at Elmira the land, who starred last season
571
native
of
Bellflowe
r,
Calif.,
meI
; three runs with two doubles
Eddie tido, set the one-"'jr last half of the season. My arm with the champion Orlando Pan413 xis Tv,
and a single and Bobby Murcer eting no resistance from the
10•01 DIMMING
came around. They're moving thers of the Continental League,
drove in two runs with four start, had Mathis on the defen- money-witming record for traince
;I
sive from the opening round on. when- his horses won a total, me up to Rochester now."
singles
to
lead
the
Yankees'
at•
Campanis' auto accident took
Both judges, Jack Gordon and of $2.456,260 in 1 etini.
tack.
14
r
place In Los Angeles four months
* * *
Tony Castllano, were in agrees Miautlis
ment, scoring the fight for Qua/I. Allenjeticens. outstanding ago and talking about it here, he
anavls
SS 144021s0
Gam AM.
MOST POPULAR
rry, 10-1-1. RefereeCharliteColan young trainer on the NV% ork remembered he was ori his way
Any
itss 10, ismosi
Model
had Quarry the winner 94-1. Racing Asaniciation circuit, aloi to the airport that day to go to
lAimis vs /*moos omissils.PlS.
All questions will
Arizona and see the Dodgers'
CMemie. A vs Ds'M se Labs4ts.4. Rs.
is a polo player.
.
entry in the Instructional League
NEW YORK UPI - For the
.
• .0 *
Me▪ ellimil -1^ PIPM)12t, A 1
there.
Ni. Yaricr. si va Pm.
York. A et $t. second time in. three years, Vic
.114111. Jacobs. a light inaturgcr.
When he returned to L. A.,
"'WI
Hadfield has been chosen the
"
".•.1
*C
.
1.
•
POSTPONES BOUT
was credited by hank it's with there was a report on
most popular member of the
rire
.I.
his desk
lsiM
S.
iare
°1"
dm sayings:"We ern! rokiird- aio from Dodger scout Ed LiberaNew York Rangers. The left wing
should
"1
atisivil
of
bed.in
Cat1141tore. By coincidence Liberators
was selected by a poll among
* *
Americas
LOS ANGELES UPI - An aggAllenti i Mousittst It Cotes. Pie
was reporting on Darvin who was
Catholic Youth Organization meto
.
1:v A
m
/P
.
41n0,4rs4tma
largest
•
Trieszt..
ravation
of
an
old
back
injury
'11u. 1954 ClvvrIamI Whims. Baltimore property then.
mbers. Hadfield also won the
to lightweight boxing champ Man- menaeed
St licis
1.11111.1t, set an
Cigar
WINII*010
"I've
IS
St 144.1
award
seen
1966.
him
ill
pitch
and
I reNitv.
do Ramos has forced postpone- Aniencan League relined la will- ommend we
•
flresis. N. vs Sms Des.., Smithmisto
draft him if he's
ment of his scheduled April 3 ing 1,1 I guinea.
•
vmssesse• vs csokivesd
ligible,"
Liberators wrote.
Plvs•vis,
bout with Rocky Medrano of Beautrio. vs. Wimisinsttes at Pompom
Campanis did some checking.
•
mont, Tex, Ramos, a 20-year-old
lp 753-5/65
312 N. 4th Street
He knew the 26-year-old Darwin
vi Kemal City et Peel sAvers.
The New lurk \I.+.
Los
Angeles
fighter,
won
his NIM 4111 11111
tsiotsrAls vs. 14swell et Porn
"
g gs
• it' On It had undergone an operation on
&moms.
cow
of \lath I. title with an 11th-round knockout
TV ,TOWERS AT
is right elbow, the one he uses
vess-vs•siviskisors
°dense. A. it. Ni. YwIL A. V
Swam
;Ililei:
tiii rirea
sit:iis are kflill% 11 it. Ille of Teo Cruz Feb. 18 in Los An- .s.
is. Pus
•
parting, two years ago, but his
Swam* A,
geles.
O•a* IPOMPI MONOWNII
968 record with Elmira -indicatWHOLESALE PRICES
>
ed he had come around.'Diirwin
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Progressive Club
Meets In Home
Of Mrs. Richerson
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TUESDAY — MARCH 25. Mp_

.ime.
Phone 753-11117 or 753-41147

•
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J•

The Progressive Homemakers
Club held its March meeting in
the home of Mrs. Glen RicherIon with Mrs. John Adams as
the cobostess.
Mrs. Jerome Hainsworth and
Mn. Billy Outland presented
the lesson on "Entertaining —
Luncheons and Dinners".
The president, Mrs. IL D.
Hassell, presided and the devotion was given by Mrs. Billy
Outland. Mrs Bobby Wilma
read the minutes, called the
roll, and gave the treesurees
port.
Committeechairman gave the
reports They were Mrs. Ger.
ald Cooper on landscape, Mrs.
Billy Outland on community development, and Mrs ioasph
Rose on family life.
Mrs Outland dereastibrated
bow to use eggs for .deeitatiime
the entire year.
The members discussed Mai
son subjects for the next yeas
Refreshments were served be
the hostesses.
Alia lagoon were Mrs Gel
rie FeselaK Mrs. Harold Roberta.. and Ms-George Britt
The
held' oa TuesdaY, nagru +a• at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Adams.

amor4/10
Jones-Farley Engagement

His, Her Pajamas?
Not This Time

Tammy, Meath MI
The assail taker
will be held at the
County High School at TM
The public is invited. .0,
By Abigail Van Buren
•••
The
Lairsey
DEAR ABBY My aunt offered to make me and my fiance
Mod
will meet at
a maideing sa of HIS and HERS pajamas for our wedding
school at 1:30 pa with
fifth pads smothers as
pima SI amply the pattern and pick out the material.
ss.
Whia I what David edispt this be said be prefers to wear
•••
KIX same pajama he has worn for the last 10 years. Upon
A
practice
mad peeppee
Whir Reestiming, I elbareered that the "pajamas" he had In
be held by Marna
said ware *Mg sae !ham hie bare bidet and be had no
No. 19 Order of the
laboNsas etwearkg as midi ma Sweet Wad.
ler Girls at the Manna
Wry.I was docked, the I tried ad leId 4111.
at the p.m.
-David it a dee kiddie him aid liars is nothing
•••
tordelva shalt him, but the Ihmeght et Me deeplog that way
Weireeby, Marsh hi
dram me as bin assawsiat *mad& What shall I PK
The Welcome Wean
AleasUe!
mews Bridge will meet atOUT REST
Rolidsy Jan at 7:30 p.a.
WEAR OUT: Tel Anatle, thanks a it. bed David has al
Mn. Jamas Marino as
tbe pajamas be's going I. need_ I He has.)
• ••
• ••
Wens* of Oaks Country
will meet for bridge at
•
DEAR ABBY: We have an 18-year-old sou, and I'd like to
To avoid accidents, provide
a.m. Mrs Thomas Jones,
know what the parents Of teen-age girLs are thinking of. When
good lighting at the bedside, in
NM is hostess.
Rick first started to date he'd say: "The girl has no curfew,
the bathroom, the halls and at
•••
the top and bottom of stairs.
and I have to be in before SHE does. It's embarrassing."
The Pottertown
We're not unreasonable, Abby. We ask Rick to leave the
Club will meet at the
girl's house at 9 p. m. on school nights, and he has until
Inn at 10:30 am. Note
midnight on week-ends. And if he's going to be held up for any
In data,'
at
•••
reason, all we ask is a phone call.
The general luncheon
This girl be has been seeing a lot of lately has just turned
In spite of colorful ornament' a garden would be barren
lag of the Murray Woman's
M. She has no restrictions on dating, and even when nothing
without a lawn. A sturdy turf such as this bluegrass not only
a
will be held at 10:30 am. with,
special is planned she asks Rick to come over and just "sit
--11111ns
the garden but provides durable healthful amours& for
Mrs.
Oscar
C.
Sowards,
state"
tifIllasd." Needless to say, we are in a constant state of worry.
president, as speaker.
Thily-horne.
Ow
to
has hvi good upbringing, but even "nice" kids fall in
• ••
love and get carried away. I'm afraid they're playing with fire.
The executive board meeting
MISS CHERYL JANE JONES
If Rick came to us and said he had to get married, at age 19 or
of the Austin PTA will meet at
Mr.
eves 2B, I don't know where we'd ever get the money.
and
Mrs.
Thomas Jones, 208 South
the
home of Mrs. BW Threet,
hi
nounce the engagement and approaching Twelfth Street, as.
Abby, please, please tell parents of girls to help us help
se 36-in. high
804 Elm Street, at 9:30 ant.
marriage of their
daughter, Cheryl Jane, to Oatman Henry
•••
them Curb those dates and long hours. We love our children,
Farley, son of Pela
Farley
of
Murray
and Mn. Verna Mae Farley of Paducah.
be
and their well-being is the responsibility of both sets of parents.
Mrs. Harold Everszneyer openThursday, March V
The bride-elect is a senior at Murray
The Wranglers Riding Club
I know this is too long to print, but with your talent maybe you
VIENNA (UPI) - Only 28 ed her home on North NinePa
High School and
plans
to
attend Murray State University,
will meet at seven p.m. at the
du
percent of children from teenth Street for the March
can shorten it and say it better.
Mr. Farley is a graduate of Murray High
Calloway County Court House
School and is a alcoholic families grow up free meeting of the South Murray
"WORRIED" IN OAKLAND, ME.
Everyone is invited to attend. freshman at Murray State University. He is employed at the from mental or physical damage, Homemakers Club.
to
Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
•• •
MAK WOMKIND:- Iimehbet have said it any lieUer, and
a survey by the Salzburg The major lesson on "Enter-• 0"
The wedding will be an event of Saturday,
The MSU Women's Bridge
Ps prising essay.. wart
or
June 211, at the Alcoholic Welfare Organization taining at Luncheons and Dinwill meet at the Student Unise home of the bride's parents.
ne:s" was presented by Mrs.
stet
revealed today.
Cafeteria at 7:30 p.m. Mn. Dor
The statistics were compiled Kenneth Owen.
DEAR ABBY . It's me again, Paul H. Adams of Babbitt,
is Nance 753-2506 and Mn,aim
Mrs. James Witherspoon, prein a 15 year period in which
Nev. Someone wrote in asking if you had ever heard of a
to enclose a
ton Rowlett 753-5562 are hossident, presided, and Mrs. N.
lady
aye
5,198
children
of
2,502
pallbearer, and you said you hadn't. Then I wrote in and said
tesses. If not contacted, please
P. Cavitt gave the devotion
oft
alcoholic
parents
FOOT
were
observed,
no, mother was ose—for 9 months.
call one of the hostesses or just
reading from Psalms 121:1.
SO X 100
Pm
the Catholic news agency
LAWN
Well, yes printed my letter, and a number of interesting
come to the cafeteria that nignt.
The secretary, Mrs. W. A.
our
Kathpress
said.
•
•
•
Thurmond,
minutes
manager
and
the
Morris,
read
James
of
Hefty :
things
Washer,
Jerilyn
Kay
Miss
I
have
happened to me as a result of that. Practically
see
As
Some 15.5 percent of the called the roll with each memDrive-In
Branch
the
the
The
Bank
of
7th
Zeta
April
Daniel
bride-elect
of
2-lo.
everyone in town has stopped me to remark on it You
Department of the
wouldn't
Lovv
Par
Murray Woman's Club will meet Lynn Glover, was the honoree of Murray, was the guest speak- children grew up under slum ber answering with "What 1
11
believe how many people read your column. Over half
A1
of them
at the club house at 7:30 pm. at delightfully planned bridal er at the March meeting of the living conditions as a result of Plan To Plant In My Garden • 01"1
weight
said,
"So
Abby
does use letters from real people! I always
Sec
Hostesses will be Mesdames shower held at the lovely home Welcome Wagon Newcomers the financial situation of the This Year".
thought she made them up herself."
alw
Par Ft
Jack Bailey, Raymond T. Hew- of Mrs. Clifton Cochran on Far. Club held at the Community alcoholic parents.
A sack lunch was served at
I received a letter from a man I hadn't beard from
soil
Twelve percent of the the noon hour. During the afCenter.
itt, Charles Shuffett, Voris ris Avenue.
in 30
eve
years. Butthe payoff was some guy in Maine_ He wrote to tell
"What A Bank Offers Tee children showed severe mental ternoon the group made flora
Wells, Glen Hodges, and Miss
The gracious hostesses for the
MSI
me that it was scientifically impossible for my
and
physical
damage
was
the
due
subject
Louise
of
the
lato
flowers.
very
evening
event
filso
the
Lamb.
were
honomother to tell
COM
•••
during the gestation period whether the was a PAULBEAR.ER
ree's aunts, Mrs. Clifton Coch teresting and informative talk neglect. Five percent were
Other members present were
Fm
removed from parental care due Mesdames Claude Miller, Quinor a PAULABEAREN
The women of the Salem Bap- ran, Mrs. Jack Cochran, Mrs. given by Mr. Thurmond.
YOURS TRULY, PAUL
AS 1
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw, presi- to alcoholism of one or both ton Gibson, James Parker, Davy
tist Church will have a shower Herbert Perry, Mrs. Howard
DEAR PAUL: You're getting to he a habit in Mobil. Keep
for Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Phelps Darnell. and Mrs. Bob Cochran. dent, presided. Mrs_ Mike Mil- parents. Eight died of neglect. Hopkins, T. S. Crites, A. L.
Phi
writiag.
our
and sons, Elvis and Charles, at
For the occasion Miss Wash- ler announced the dessert-card One died of mishandling.
Rhodes, G. W. James, and L.
the church at 7:30 p.m. The er chose to wear a turquoise party planned for April 22.
Ninety-four children were E. Fisk. V.sitors were Mrs. Wal- • •
Phelps family lost their home crepe dress. Her mother, Mrs, Each member was given tickets molested sexually by an ter Miller and Mrs. Guy Cunnam
CONFIDENTIAL TO "I'VE HAD IT:" Film yew letter I
and all its contents by fire last James Hayden Washer, Jr., wore for one dollar each to sell.
WOO
alcoholic parent, usually the ingham, with the latter becom'mid say your wile be. bed IL tee Peetheraare,
she was
A cake was made by Mrs father.
week.
a green knit dress. Their coring a new member of the club.
tell you that yea awl de say same ler bar thas the
S..
sages, gifts of the hostesses, Charles Stone and the winner in
lima lie yew se if you were I. Bud year tea elsewhere it wade
the contest for the cake was
were of white carnations.
Friday, March 28
be ail right with her. Bet she would rather Net knew Asset
The MSU Couples Bridge will
Games were played with the Mrs. John Kowalzik.
it.
During the social hour remeet at the Student Union recipients of the prizes being
liverybedy hes • problem. Inleat's years, Fer a presume'
Building at 7:30 pm. Call 751 Kim Linda Cochran and Mrs. freshments were served by the
sof wise I. Abby, Beet SIM L.. Asgehee, Cal., Ma sled
8132 or 753-8884 for reservat- Jamie Washer who presented hostesses, Mrs. Elwood Brown,
Chaa, link outfits Melted*
12' Wide -2 Bedroom, Front
aselbee a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
ions if you have not been con- them to the honoree.
Mrs. Bill Burnett, Mrs. Ronnie
line posts, port caps, top
tacted.
Miss Washer opened her many Cella, and Mrs. Bill Draper.
and Rear
6
rail and chain link fabric
PS ABlY'S1 BOokLET. "NOR TO RAVE A LOVELY
•••
•••
lovely gifts.
SPECIAL
Gates and terminal posts
IIIIMOSSIG.- SEND lime TO ASST. 101 11710. LOS
Refreshments of white cakes
extra. 12 Outfits reduced
THIS WE=
&Mini& CAL., emit
'Set an example at the table
with pink trim, punch, nuts,
leisurely
for
served
were
candy
dining.
and
from
Hurried
tz
the table overlaid with a soft eating can cause food particles
green cloth.
to lodge in the air passages, the
The hostesses were assisted in Council.on Family Health
Open 8-8
Ph. 753-3640
Noy.441 ex
The J. N. Williams Chapter serving by ::iss Linda Cochran reminds.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Poe
of the UDC. met in the lovely and Miss Shirley Cochran.
Mrs Robert Smith presented Louisville spent the weeke
• ••
new home of Mn. Hunt Smock
the program at the meeting of with Mr. and Mrs. William MofOmr
Hazel
on
the
Highway
WednesCircle I of the Women's Soc fett, Panorama Shores,
r
•
day, March 19, for the regular
•••
iety of Christian Service of the
meeting.
First United Methodist Church
A delicious luncheon was
held on Tuesday. March 18, at
served from a beautifully aptwo o'clock In the afternoon et
pointed banquet table in the
the social. hall.
Mrs Autry Farmer opened
dining room. Mrs. Smock was
"When Christians Are The
her home on Wells Boulevard
assisted
by
the
co-hostesses,
Minority Group" was the theme.
Mrs. Leopard Vaughn and Mrs. for the meeting of the Faith
of the program by Mrs. Smith.
Doran Circle of the Women's
Mrs. Darlene Ford
Waters.
Neva
She also gave the devotional
Mrs. Walter Miller was hosSociety of Christian Service of
Cattalo. Solos 11•0••s•••••.w•
The
business
session
followed
part of the program.
tess to the meeting of the Nathe First United Methodist
Mrs Burnett Warterfield, cir- ture's Palette Garden Club held with Mrs. Mary Frank Karr Church held n Tuesday, March
presiding.
Mrs.
G.
B.
Scott
precle vice-chairman, presided in on Wednesday, March 19, at
Let me give y•ou all the
18, at two o'clock in the afterthe absence of the chairman, the Community Center on Ellis sented some historical papers to noon.
details and prices on the
the group which had come from
Mrs.
Drive.
David
Henry.
largest selection of tenethe collection of Mrs. J. D.
Announcements were made of
The guest speaker for the afts( in town...all at Sears
Peterson of Benton.
very
The
interesting
and
in
the
Day
Apart at Hazel on
was Mrs. John Irvan
extra low catalog price.
Mrs. Karr gave an Interest. ternoon
March 28, World Banks di be formative lesson on "Color" was
who gave a very entertaining
lag
program
from
Douglass.
presented
by
a
lla
Mrs.
feature
arcollected and turned in at the
inspirational reading enticle in the Commercial Appeal and
April g
ml meeting, Circle I She stressed the use of neutral
titled "Communion In the Kiton
the
receding
colors,
colors,
southern
and
town
triof
La
to visit Convalescent and Nun..
chen" by Cornelia Munfroe.
Grange, Tenn.
lag homes during month of angler schemes.
Fourteen
members
and
oat
April, and t-v bring used clothMrs Charles Stubblefield, preMrs. F. E. (;rawtord, circle
for an appointment
ing for the Church Women Unit- sident. presided at the business guest, Mrs. Danny Hatcher, were chairman, presided at the meetpresent
ed Drive.
meeting.
Clanton gave
I.S8SX
at your convenience
tr
The next meeting will be in ing. Mrs.
A social hour was held with
Each member brought ar- June with Mrs. Barr. Mrs. Mary the financial report and Mrs.
refreshments being served by rangements with emphasis on
1110 1111111NRY MOWN
Mattie Parker reported on the
the
at payment due
hostesses. Mrs. Julius color with combinations of fru- Warren Scott, Mrs. W. C. Me- flowers and cards.
Keel
and
Mrs.
G.
B.
Scott
In
as
Sharpe
and Mrs. Carl Harrison, its and flowers Some very inJUNE I. 1969
the hostess group.
ru
to the seventeen members pre- teresting and beautiful
The scripture reading from
• ••
creatsent.
VI
John 10 14 was read by Mrs.
ions
displayed
were
by
the
•••
Mattie Parker with Mrs J. T.
members. Mrs. 011ie Brown,
Sammons leading in prayer
to
Soap. water and slippery state flower judge, discussed
Make a pie festive by
Mn. Bun Swann asked the
nJ
surfaces in the bathroom create each arrangement.
brushing the top crust with milk
6 •
women to donate items for' a
During the social hour Mrs. and sprinkling with sugar
'CATALOG SALES
hazard? for all ages A few
rummage sale to be held later
• * •. inexpensive items such as a Walter Miller served delicious
by a mall Methodist church in
suction-type rubber mat or refreshments to Mrs. 011ie
To make'little ball shapee Murray.
Brown.
Mrs.
He
Douglass,
Mrs.
cookies, chill the dough first and
safety strips in the tub, a
Delightful refreshments were
non-slip mat on the floor, and L E. Fisk, Mrs. Henry Hargis, use a melon hall cutter which served by Mrs. Farmer to the
Mrs.
S
L.
Mrs.
Horn,
Kenton
bathtub handholds can go a long
has been dipped in flour This ten members and three guests,
way toward eliminating falls in Miller, Mrs. Cletus Robertson, will make: cookies round and Mrs. Irvan, Mrs., Barbara ClanMrs
Charles
Stubblefield,
and uniform
Ill, bathroom:
ton, and Mrs Greg Miller.
Mrs Burman Patter.
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Some Drinkers
Haim Children

Mrs. Eversmeyer Is
Hostess For South
Murray Club Meet

HAIN LINK

FENCING
OUTFIT -

Jerilyn Kay Washer James Thurmond Is
Honored At Shower Speaker At Meeting
At Cochran Home Of Newcomers Club

:THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!!:

Mrs. Robert Smith
Gives Program At
Circle! WSCS

PERSONALS

Mrs. Hunt Smock's
Home Scene Of
UDC Luncheon

MURRAY -MOBILE HOMES

"I1P

Mrs. Walter Miller ,
Hostess Nature's
Palette Club Meet

Farmer Home Is
Scene Of Faith
Doran Meeting

41-
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EASTER SELL-OUT
LADIES

ONlY 200 TO SER

I DRESSES
BUY ONE AT OUR

Mee 153-2110

SALE PRICE
SECOND

Sears

*

SOUTNSIIE MANOR
SNOPPMG CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

LADIES EASTER PURSES $.95 - $2.98
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LAWN and GARDEN WEEK-March 20-26

PLANT FOR COLOR IN
WIDE OPEN SPACES

Plant Annual
Fine Lawn Grasses
Flowers Along
All Roadsides Provide Plus

Service

You don't just plant seeds of any
annual flower along the rough margin
You'll get little argument that
of a roadside, for some are not suited
replenishing the oxygen amply.
to direct seeding - that is, seeding there is any carpeting so attractive as I
Lawns are biologically active,
Kentucky
By Um W. P.DILLIANS
bluegrass, bentgrass or habitat
where they are to bloom.
for microorganisms that
other fine turf around the home. But
decompose and recreate.
Furthermore, not every annual is did you ever 5501) 50 consider all the
Thus they are soil builders, and
Since the week of March
aggressive enough to compete with
the other services fine lawngrasses render, -nature's hygienic deodorizers, like no
.20th46th is National !Alien and
grasses and weeds that grow alongside besides looking beautiful?
turf substitute can be.
Garden week, we want to write
the road.
They are filters, keeping down
They comfort those who will but
about our limited knowledge on
dust, and protection against muddy
seek their softness, and afford a
On the other hand, certain kinds feet.
the subject. Walt Whitman has
glimpse of naturalness. Even an
can be seeded directly and grow
In summer they humidify the hot,
written a delightful bit of verse
urbanizing world need not be-entirely
despite competition.
dry air. Not only do they cool the
which goes as follows:
harsh pavement
surroundi
ngs
through
transpirat
The
ion,
annual
"A child said, "What h
hollyhock is an
example. Other possibilities for but they shade the soil, making
page" fetching it to use with
sowing
in
quantity for roadside temperatures more tolerable for
kit hands; How could I answer
beautification include annual poppies, puss and shrub alike.
What to do when birds arrive
that child? I do not know what
In winter they insulate against
annual phlox, small-flowered zinnias,
and impolitely help themselves to
it is anymore than he. I guess it
bachelor buttons and sweet alyssum. sudden and deep freezing which, in
eithea.the seeds you've just planted
ilkis the handerchief of the Lord, A
some sections, might reach the water
or the newly sprouted seedlings'
The
scanted gift and remembrance,
annual poppies and pipes.
One way to foil these predators
snapdragons should be sown in late
They are esthetic sentinels
designedly dropped, Bearing the
is to install screening over the
fall in the South and on the West forming decorative patterns and
owner's name somewhere in the
seedlings, just a few inches above
Coast The annual phlox may become backgrounds that tie the landscaping
corners."
them.
weedy in Florida and California but is together.
In thinking of good lawns, it
That way. the birds can't reach
excellent in other states.
Architecturally they defuse space,
under the screening but the
teems that good drainage is ons
soften harshness. In an engineering
seedlings have room to grow
Poppies grow in "Flanders Fields"
of the most important factors.
sense they prevent glare and reduce
upward.
as you know, and cornflowers are
Notion:1i Lawn and
Gras will not grow in
reflection, coiitrol erosion, and "air
It isn't hard to tack a piece of
Inhabitants of the corn fields of
Gorden Week
ground, not will it grow on a
condition" the atmosphere.
wire or plastic mesh to 4 stakes
Europe so you know that they thrive
March 20-24 19ti?
steep slope. But mod of us have
Indeed, there is some worry these
hammered into the soil at the
under adverse conditions.
days that the world's oxygen supply
do the bed we can with sprinkli
corners of a planting. And it
ng every day or so.
will
Why
become
not
depleted;
beautify
it
is
the
comforti
conditiont as they are In our
roadsides in
ng
certainly stops the birds.
Compost is fine to weed
your vicinity by scattering thr! seeds of to know that the lawn is constantly
yard. We can improve them over
old or new lawns, as It helps These great masses
these attractive annual flow/. 7
of zinnias provide color in abundance around one of the fountain
somewhat, however.
retain moisture, cuts down weed
s in a
Some roadsides are moz, or iess
Washington, D.C. park. These beds are filled with bright flowers from
In an old established yard, it growth
summer until that trod.
and returns to the soil
level and quite bare of vegetation,
Is a big help to cut the weeds in
Huge
sheets
of color are necessary for effect in large areas. Slightest colors
some of the needed elements.
are yellow and
other than grass and weeds. In these
the fall. Some writer has said, A number
orange, but white lends distance and decker colon shorten the view.
of "pests" will
situations it's quite easy to plant seeds.
"weeds disturbed in the fall prevent grass
Simply walk along and drop the
from being its bed, In the course
mud go Waugh the hardithip of tech as
of beautifying areas are almost invariably massed, 2
many colors that it is hard to decide seeds in *areas of little growth,
patches of mos, America, it Is often necessary
to decisions must be made.
wider In iNiaiiened Condition especially in
scattering them with your hand.
which to use.
How often have you heard some
shady areas It Is decide which kind of annual flower
,..wIth-littia thanes of survival."
The first is the coloring of the
When the roadside is thickly gardener say, "But my
It's a little easier with zinnias, but
not unattractive, but if you will give the greatest effect in a
soil's just
planting and the second is the choice not much. Marigolds
IF Mod authorities agree on fall don't like it, it
populated
with trees and shrubs, ordinary soil and nothing thrives
offer yellows,
can be raked out, particular area.
in
"bedding
of
a
"
type
you'll
flower.
have
to
search for open places, it"? Even ordinary or even down-rig
with or without rust, and both golden
planting as the bed, as the seed refill the piece
In the wide open spacesuf a park,
ht
with top soil
Annuals suitable for bedding have Ind deep orange.
where growth is sparse, and sow the poor soil will support certain
sprout we ready to grow in early mixed
one
annuals.
importan
t consideration is the certain characteri
well with a little
seeds
stics
there.
common.
in
' All 3 of the flowers mentione
The most tolerant of ordinary soil
sprbsg, helplmg to combat weeds. -agricultural lime. Then
re-seed visibility of a planting from a distance, The plants are compact, are well about as disease-resistant as any d are
The situation becomes more are zinnias and marigolds
, with sweet
plants
On deep slopes, it may be thickly.
often a great distance.
clothed with foliage, and the flowers can be. And that's
complicat
ed
when
steep
banks
torder alyssum and bachelor's buttons close
another important
The flower color which gives the are borne well above
better to plant english ivy or
Moles can really make a yard
the roadside. Then seeds should be runners-up.
the leaves an that consideration in choosing the
plants
greatest effect at &distance is white. It they present over-all
periwinkle as they hold the soil, unsightly. There are
an
planted along the top of the bank so
effect of color. for mass bedding.
For growing in downright poor *oil
traps and also is visible at night
due to their deeper roots.
Petunias are, and have been for
fumigants, but the simplest and it makes an area look And,somehow,
Possibilities other than the 3 plants that, even if rain washes them - soil that is so sandy you wonder how
larger
than it is. some years, the number I flower for
Any newly seeded area needs easiest method as well
mentioned
include geraniums, downward, they'll have a chance to any flower can grow in it - try
as the
The bloom colors most readily bedding or mass planting.
to be kept mold, especially if mod effective is to
nasturtiums or portulacas.
small-flowered dahlias, portulacas, find a resting spot
poke moth noticeable, close up or at a distance,
A close runner-up is the dwarf
There are 2 possible ways of
&sowed in the fall. It takes three balls into the runs,
If the sandy area is in sun, these 2 Star Snaps, an „.,entirely new hybrid
every three are yellow and orange, particularly marigold. Types of zinnias with salvias in variety, dwarf snapdragons: holding seeds in place on such a bank.
will thrive.
and tall ones too, verbenas and sweet
or four weeks of moisture to or four feet. They
snapdragon has center petals arranged
dislike the
compact forms also are much used.
If it has pound cover of grasses, plant
alyssum, the perfect edging plant
start the seed, off right.
The
deeper flower colors
odor and will leave.
Lawn Weeds May Not Last - Many in a star-like pattern.
All 3 of these flowers offer a choices
seeds
over
them
for
passes
furnish
Should
the
area to be planted be
One thing to remember is to
Nothing can add so much to a foreshorten the view. They appear to of colors, wide in petunias and zinnias, partially shaded,
seeds some protection and a sort of of the worst weeds in lawns are not a
the new, dwarf
use the better grade of seed, thus home as a lovely
narrower, but still possible in varieties
"foothold". Otherwise cultivate a bother to agriculture and vice versa.
well-kept lawn. be closer than they really are.
of
impatiens
should be a first
Since there are
avoiding the weed seed that Once establis
So don't be too alarmed if a few
small area with a rake or handtool,just
Peetiezer Helps Herbicide - The
choice.
hed, a little available in everyplenty of annuals marigolds.
color of the
often appears in "harpist refurbishing
There are so many varieties of
Coleus will tolerate some wade enough so seeds can come in contact weeds are listed on the lawnseed box. effectiveness of many herbicides is
each year will keep spectrum, and since plantings in large petunias
Most
disappear
under
mowing.
in all shades and tints of so laid wax begonias
packages". Any good seed it beautifu season
with the soil.
improved if accompanied by fertilizer.
will thrive in it.
l
after emedson.
Chances are these have had to be
company will suggest the proper
Scatter the seeds, then use the type
This seems especially true for
There are a few DOD Li to
named
because
seed
laws
shrubs
in
prevail
container
that
gresX
s
big
of
ones.
mesh
made for the purpose to cover
seed Or mature for your remember
preemergence crabgrass preventers
were
designed
A
for
few
farm
of
seeds.
these
are
suitable
even
for
them.
This
can be held in place, to
used on so many top quality lawns
particular needs. Personally,
Don't delay filing in wished
Troublesome lawn weeds such as today.
the Northern states.
prevent wind from blowing it away,
&Kentucky Blue Gras mixed with out spots; Don't
But, by and large, the plants that with small wooden pegs cut from any crabgrass are never found in lawnwed,
use a roller
Tests show them to be more
'white clover is my choice, when ground
but come from seeds buried in the soil. effective
gtow best in containers are annuals.
available lumber.
is wet: Don't watt
combined with nutrients.
always. Bermuda makes a good till May to
The kinds used are not large plants
sow seed, Don't wait
solid turf, but will take over too long ,to-upro
so
their
roots
do
not
need
a great
ot weeds; Don't
every flower bed hi the yard and tall to bread
depth of soil. They grow fast and
compost; Don't

BIRD PREDATORS

OW

ANNUALS
TO USE
IN POOR SOIL

garden would be barren
is this bluegrass not only
le healthful sunauncla for

I. Eversmeyer Is
rtess For South
rray Club Meet
Harold EversMeyer Optin-'
r home on North Ni..:
Street for the March
ig of the South Murray
nakers Club.
major lesson on "Enter-

g at Luncheons and Din.
was presented by Mrs.
th Owen.
James Witherspoon, prepresided, and Mrs. N.
ivitt gave the devotion
,g from Psalm, 121:1.
secretary, Mrs. W. A.
s, read the minutes and
the roll with each meta
nswering with "What I
To Plant In My Garden •
(ear”.
ack lunch was served at
on hour. During the aln the group made flora
lowers.
,r members present were

rises Claude Miller, Quin.
!mom James Parker, Davy
is, T. S. Crites, A. L.
s, G. W. James, and L.
V:sitors were Mrs. Wal•
Iler and Mrs. Guy Cunn1, with the latter becom•
new member of the club.

•

makes for a constant struggle to use stable
manure; Don't let
control it. But there are the pass go to seed
before cutting;
Fames and Bents that are good, Don't mow too short,
especially
as wel as the Soydas which are hi hot weather.
panted in sprigs. And thew are
Like all other gardening, a
constantly being improved.
few rules, mixed with common
• During the hot dry days of sense will bring results. So good
summer a good soaking once a kick to you for a beautiful awn
week is necessary, not just a this summer.

Container Gardening
New Way To
Beautify _Premises

So much can be done with so little
if you practice container gardening.
For containers allow you to control
the environment in which your plants
grow.
You can mix the soil to suit the
plants, which you cannot do in a
larger area. You can water just enough
- never too much or too little.

And you can fertilize when plants
show signs that they need it because
you'll observe them more closely.
Weeding ceases to be a prdblem.
For the reasons above, not only
home gardeners but professionals who

come into bloom rapidly. And, most

imphrtant, they furnish needed color

(or along season.
The most popular annuals fat

GROWING 77A1E...NOWT

/TS
.

growing in containers are petunias particularly the Cascade type that
drapes over the edges and cascades

are responsible for parks and °the!' down the sides.
areas in cities are turning to container
Other possibilities include dwarf
gardening.
marigolds, ageratum. dwarf celosias,
If you live in the South it 15 nasturtiums, sultanas,
coleus,
possible to use certain trees and begonias
and sweet alyssum

I
Trees Mahe the
Difference In Your
Landscaping

FREE SKETCH FOR NEW HOMES

PECIAL!!:
,„,„ Front

All our plants at reasonable prices when you
quality, size, freshness. We keep all shrubs, consider
trees and
plants neat, moist, fresh and ready to plant.
Home Orchards, Foundation Planting, Shade
and Ornamental Trees for the Lawn
It is of great importance to plant at the right time!
See us
and we will be glad to work with you.

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER

•

495®
HOMES

500 N. 4th Street

Pb. 753-3640

•

"If It's for Your Lawn or Garden ... We Have It"
Best Quality Stock - - - We Raise Our Own
Bedding Plants, All Kinds
Tomatoes - Pepper - Cabbage
Garden Tools - Fertilizers
Insecticides - Mulches - Grass Seed
Flower and Vegetable Seed

Last weekend
to save on
Turf Builder.

Outdoor Pottery ... Urns - Bird Baths
California Grown Rose Bushes
- Large Assortment

•

lAzfleas - $1.00 I
20% OFF All NURSERY STOCK - - MARCH ONLY

Just a fewodays left to save on TURF BUILDER,
the fertilizer that makes grass multiply itself.
You'll love the way it makes your lawn grow,,,
thicker, sturdier and more vibrantly green.
Keeps it that way longer too, because it's °
Trionized. Scotts EarlyBird sale ends
March 31.

Dirt Apple and Peach Trees - Flowering Shrubs - Flowering
Vlach, Cherry and Plum - Dawn Redwood - Sweet Guns Naive Red Maple and Others.

Save'1

li.1414torou4,940aiito
Eresc efts

Plant a Rose Garden!!
We can furnish Roses that will bloom all season!
* Well placed Vines will add
beauty and charm. The front of
your home is shared by neighbors.

* See us for Free Advice on your
Lawn Needs. Take advantage of
our Free Sketching Service.

10,000 sq ft bag $1,95" 8.95

Hays A Few Lawn Mowers and Wheelbarrows
Left at _ _ _ _ 20% Off

Save 500 on 5,000 sq ft bag.541-4.95
Save $2 on 15,000 sq ft hag .1.4-45-11.95

We Need the Room!

COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND
Greenhouses Are Jammed Full!

We Have
a
Large
Variety

authorized

dealer

Starks Hardware
MURRAY'S YARD AND GARDEN STORE

-

—7

Know Your Nursery Man for Good Results!!

Sanders Garden Center
Charles Morris, Manager
Highway 121 West
Open 8:00' to 5:00

Telephone 753-5787
Evenings by Appointment

0
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Knits Take to Pants For Town And
Resod Wear

KENTUCKY CAMPING
When camsgroands in Kentucky state parks open April 1,
campers are expected to tarn
out in droves.
More than a half-ralllioo campers used the state park campgrounds in 1968 and the number
goes up each year.
A new folder describing camping in Kentucky parks and forests
has just been released by the
Kentucky Department of Public
Information. To meet the demands of the ever-increasing number
of campers, state parks offer
more than 2,000 tent and trailer
campsites, well - developed and
ANOTHER RIDE? NO TANKS-A mud-splattered
set in wooded privacy. There
Prince Philip
pulls himself out of a British 50-ton
are hundreds of unimproved or
Chieftain tank at the
Gallows Hill tank training ground in
"primitive" campsites, too.
Bovington Camp. England. The Duke drove the tank and
In this Daniel Bootie Bicenfired its 120mm gun
during his one-ctay visit to the Queen's
tennial year in Kentucky, Gov.
Royal Irish Hussars
Regiment of which he is culc.nel-in-chief
Louie B. Nunn is urging everyone
(Ca blephott,)
to "Re-discover Kentucky." It
was 200 years ago that Boone
crossed Cumberland Gap to begin his first extensive exploration of the Kentucky wilderness.
There is still plenty of "wilderness' left in Kentucky. Present-thy explorers have the convenience of modern campsites
with easy access to water and
electricity, shovers and rest
room facilities.
Besides the state parks there
are many privately-operated and
COLOR COORDINATED wide leg pants
national campgrounds. lnkeeping
CHIC AND DRAMA are combined in this
are topped with broad belted striped pullwith the Bicentennial theme, outcolor-splashed Persian print double knit
over, side slit and accented with contrast
doors families can try the campwool party ensemble with hip-length overshoulder stripes and trim. Geist and Geist.
grounds in the 538,000 acres of
blow* and wide leg pants. By Goldworm.
Daniel Boone National Forest.
The U. S. Forest Service proSy TAD ROWADY
vides numerous camping units
THERE'S such a great, dif- lounging, traveling or
with parking, spur, tent pad, ferent freedom and easier ing. they add a special party- In other variations, the tunic
extra stops at mid-thigh and is
table, fire grate, and trash re- stride about the new pant en- fashion dividend to new deusually side-vented, and
ceptacle. Water and rest rooms sembles as well as an over- signs since they have the ad- belted.
all
costume
look
of
imagina=' vantage of easy-flexing, comare nearby.
Party pants have moved in
The 170,000 acre peninsula bet- live coordinating tops. The fort, easy care and a natural to a leading role in the
PAGAN Mount SuSrla Franklin Vito) Frank. 21. alsocial
skinny
tapered
Line
has been smooth fit. "No bag or sag", life wardrobe
ween Kentucky Lake and Lake
leged "president" of the Pagans, a gang .of motorcyc
and a delightful
le
out-paced by the flowing mo- says the wool knit industry.
toughs, stands next to a detective in New York
Barkley
has
version
three
is
develope
a
double
d
ca- tion . of the fit-flare
knit
as he is
s, the
The most significant trend in an exotic Persian wool
booked in connection with the torture-murder
mping areas. Called the Land
print
of Ray Edstraight stovepipes and the in the pants realm is the
combini
ward White. Firemen found Whites trussed
ng
Between
glamour
the Lakes, this tract wide wide..
and true
body, burned
tunic-to
pping
over
wide
and
comfort.
Here,
wide leg pants
of land is being developed by
beyond recognition, in an F.ast Village
When you're assembling straight or fit-and-flare
apartment.
are coordinated with a borderTVA as a national recreatiooal your Spring and vacation pant
pants. This matching tunic trimmed overblouse.
and conservation education area. wardrobe, look to the all- lbelted
or unbelted but
The resilient all-American
ewe of these events by mailing The campsites, are accessible American double knit wool shaped closer to
the body
wool
I preaddressed postcard forms to by road and from the water. costume for the newest pant varies in length and is often ness holds it original smoothto such
TAILORED TUNIC top that can solo as a casual
record center.
Reservations are on a first look in fashion for wool knits proportioned so that it can even the men a degree that
dress is
arc
teamed up with wide pants. By Goldworrn, the trim
Events that affect receipt of come, first served basis in state has taken over the Summer solo as a dress such as the slacks of double-k demanding
top has,
nit
wool for
polo
shirt
neckline
and
is
waist-ci
dule
also.
nched
For
sports
with
s. two-buckled
monthly social security checks, parks and stays are limited to
belted, whAte one shown here themselves
polo belt above patch pockets„ Fabric is double
'
knit wool.
In addition to address changes, two weeks in any one park.
are starting or stopping work
The new camping folder and
(employment), marriage or re- more information on vacationing
marriage in some instances, di- in Kentucky are available from Rte. 5, Murray, Noel Malcomb,
vorce, and (Math.
the Kentnelty Department of Pub- New Concord; Loyd Pritchett,
With our prised procedure, lic bdomeetku, Capitol Annex, Dexter, Charles Grogan, Rte. 2,
•
Residents of the an* who Whitake
r ad4,
Hazel; Mrs. Mavis Elkins, Rte.
smillie4yRadeipt4•101.
are feceiviegi
=r
tese
ct- ress, etc. arc hilt mule
5, Murray, Mrs. Effie Henley,
be
writy Theis
Lets than halfiheelway
316 No. 12th St., Murray, Mrs.
arles U. Whitaher,SidiismMartha Kinley (To Cony. Div.)
ed. DdaysatIlleccar;bow
ity Manager in Poen* lo re- ever,
Up No. 1st St., Murray.
U the issendefiary Ms So
port directly to the Padiscah off- show
his or Mr daft washar
ice any change of address'moth- on the
report he Means. The ADULTS
105
er events affecting continued re- claim number
suffix - such as the NURSER
Adults
Y 5
ceipt of their checks. Reports letter "A"
for retired worker), MARCH
Newborn
ZO, 1969
may be made by mail, phone,'or as
well as the numbers should
March 21, 1969
be purses. AggWepriate report be shown on the card.
ADMISSIONS
bras are aullible at the Social
ADMISSIONS
Secerity tee, 112 Soetli Teeth
Miss Genia Addison, 1101 W.
Street, Padbeah. Telephone 443DOING -JUST FINE"
Mrs. Dianne Green, Rte. 3,
Circarma Dr., Murray; Mrs, Ma7321.
rtha Robertson, Rte. 5, Murray, Benton, Mrs. Charlene Morgan,
Whitaker said this reporting
WASHINGTON eel - Tour
Mrs. Margaret Reeder, Rte. 1, Rte. 3, Murray, Mrs. Emma
method
bLes the district office aquanauts in
their 33rd day be- Murray,
Master Craig Tucker, Stom, Rte. 1, Almo, Mrs. Cheryl
to take advantage of the increased neath the
ocean
St. John Hardin; Charles Henry,
capacity of its high speed comm- in the Virgin
Rte. 3, Doores (Lynn) Wing°, John RehIslands are doing
Murray, Ellie Paschall, Rte. 1, man, 512 S. 12th St., Murray, Mrs.
unications circuits to transmit "juit line,"
according to the
Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie, Anna Hale, Rte. 1, Dexter, Steve
information to record centers. Interior
Department.
They 1001 Sharp
Until recently, social security broke a record"
St., Murray; Mrs. Chadwiack, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
for undersea
Lithe Pazzell, Rte. 1, Farming- lia Futrell, 1101 Olive St., Murneneficiaries were encouraged existence three days
ago and
-41x,
ton; Miss Erie Stewart, 1319 Oli- ray; Baby Girl Hale, Rte, 1,
to notify the Social Security Ad- hope to go for another
27 days,
ve, Murray, Mrs, Laura Thomp- Dexter.
ministratioo about the occarr- the department said.
son, Rte. 1-,- Almo.
DISMISSALS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Melba Potts (Robert) &
Mrs. Rosa Mills, Rte. 3, Ben- Baby Girl, 104 College Crts.
ton, Miss Theresa Collins, 602 ifuri-fy, Nelson Garland, P. 0.
Poplar St., Murray; Mrs. Pear. Box 503, Murray; Rob McCallon,
lie Ross, Rte. 2, Murray, Mrs. Rte. 2, Murray; Miss CarlaJackMarjorie Cook, 212 No. 12th St., son, Rte. 1, Alm°, Leland LawMurray; Robert Boyle, 205 No. rence, Rte. 2, Murray; Master
12th St., Murray; Jack Haynes, Craig Tucker, Hardin; Elvie JoMarch 23 through March 25
Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Robbie Ra- nes, Rte. I, Hardin; Mrs. Wavel
spberry, Rte. 2, Hazel; Miss Cassity, Rte. 1, Murray, ClarTHE ONLY DIFFERENCE is a new name,
Anita Thomas, Rte. 2, Murray; ence Stubblefield, Rte. 5, Muradopteo to
GOOD NEWS FOR
Triiinan Young, 1305 Sycamore, ray.
reflect the size and scope of our branch office
Murray; Miss Gale Garrett, Rte.
network
TODA Y"
1, Murray; Mrs. Gloria Boy, 303
St. 13th St., Murray, Miss Elna
throughout the United States. Our ccmpany
now provides
is smaller than
Beckley, 706 Poplar St., Paris,
Tonight, March 25th, at 7:30 p.m
Tenn., Mrs. Martha Robertson, every state in the Union except
complete consumer credit services In more
than 348 Offices
Rhode Island and Delaware.
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Answers

WE'VE CHANGED OUR NAME
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and we've moved to a new location in ..
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CREDITHRIFT

. A NAME ON WHICH

YOU

Whether it's a personal loan until payday
cr

CAN

DEPEND.

a targpr loan

consolidate wcrrisome bills and debts,
you can depend on

to

the

right answer when you bring your money
problem to US.

a

$1.10 i
1
1
550 •
in

Try Our Shirt Special!
•
se
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY •
s
•
In N. 5th Street
?Plume 753-454
2

•
a
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60.F'AM-ERMA -M.11
Formerly Kentucky Mutual
In Bet-Air Center*
alwray
Bob Laidastus, Mgr.
none 753-5573
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WANTED TO BUY
SPLASH TO VICTORY
DUPLEX 19 cubic foot refrig-' WANTED: Used paned truck
in
erator-freezer, coppertnne. New good condition. Prefer a ChevDETROIT es, - Two Louiswith slight damage. Dick & rolet. Cell 753-4616.
11-31-C ville, Kj•., teems splashed to a
Dunn, 118 South 12th. 11-27-C
FAMILY OF Five desires to buy onatoro finish in We Region
FRIGIDAIRE frost-free refrig- used tent trailer camper. Write 6 AAU senior men's and womNOTial
erator with freezer over the the Box 32-R, c/o Ledger & Times, en's swimming and diving comNIL? WANTED
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALS
FOR LEASE
refrigerator, 2 doors. Copper- Murray giving details. 11-27-P petition that ended here SunrECTROLUX SALES & Ber- LICEN
FOR 3Al2
SED BEAUTY operator 1965 FORD Falcon
day.
tone. Used approximately 14
Future 4- 2.12 ACRES fire-cured tobacco
lioz 213 Murray, Ky, C.
BUY WOOL SLACKS and sweat. months. Like new. Bargai
WANTED: Good used Ford or
Louisville Plentation Swim
H. Sanders. Phone 332-3174, or apprentice to work week- door sedan. A local one owner Wee, $100.00.
n.
See
Call 753-2263.
ends. Phone 437-8001, 11-25-C automobile,
era at half price. Spring sports- a at
Ferguson tractor. 1950 to 1965 Club copped the meet champwith
625 604,101 4111automatic
IrrInville, EYApril-16-C
M-27-C
1TP
Wear
model.
With or without blade. ionship with 5113 points and
arriving now. Stop and FuLL
WANTED: RecepUonist Neat transmission Many miles of ser4' x 8' billiar
see. The Stripe Shop, 103 hie with
Phone 753-7905 or 753-7770. Louisville Loped& followed
NARY BOGARD is now emFOR SAL. oft Laass
In
equipment. Heavyd taappearance, ability to meet the vice remaining on this car. Parkhi.
South 4th St.
Pend at Leta's Beauty Salon.
111-21-C Its wake with MS points.
public. Bookkeeping, typing and er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone FOR SALE or lease,
AP111
4C
ble
for
home use. Call 753-4712
She would like to invite all her
9.75 acres
In the womiNal clem, Pisa753-5273.
to banish morning-a ter-t e11-26-C fire
days only.
cured tobacco base. Write GREY NIGH'I'CitAWLERS
enstomers to call for an ap- filing. Salary commensurate to
M-27-C party odors, place
tuition was the victor with 330
ability. Give references. Write 1988 OPEL
a
Red
saucer
Worms
full
.
Be
sure and
Kadett, 2-door se- Airport Board, Box 472, Murpointment. Phone 753-8283.
of activated charcoal in a points, while Lakeside w a
P. 0. Box 32-D, c/o Ledger and dan. A local one
these Grey Nigtdcrawlers! F ONE LARGE box girls size
owner car with ray, Kentucky 42071.
11-29-C this
M-25-C Times.
dresse
strateg
s
and
ic location in the -room. third was 242 points behind
short
sets.
vicinit
Excell
y the Grey Night
ent
113-25-C 4-speed tranamiasion. A simrp
Rivera of Mammon..
condit
The
ion.
charco
All
for
crawle
al absorbs tho odors.
$25.00.
rs are very new. They
Phone
• Boneless catfish &Doar. Patter Ford Used
753-390
3.
resista
nt
14-27-C
and to cold.
. Mac & Ann's Truck
Car Dept, Phan 753-5273.
Assistant Managers For your tobaitheat
lie; Cafe, Highway 641, Hazel,
needs, Call 753- USED STOVE
11-25-C
ROSSWORD PUZZLE
and
refrige
rator.
2450,
Ky.
or see Lee Smith on the
for
ArrnwisYsit."14Y1P'zile
11-25-C
ht-27-C
New Concord Highway. Watch Phone 753-7498.
!JOU VLIGUO UOD
Training Program
ACROSS,
1964 FORD Falcon Future conDOWN
GORDON'S FISH & Fruit Markfor the signs.
RNLI EJUCUM BOO
TFNC 1968 MODEL Sitylernar 12' x 50'
vertible. A springtime special
et, Highway 94, 2 miles west
limithwg ter int opp•Illsaalt
1.7:Sieroitoss
OOMMW monaw
1-Household pets
of
CLEAN carpets with...ape. Blue mobile home. Carpet in living
with automatic tranamiesion.
cloak
Om& them
wil•••••••• whi
Uglier' Ferry Bridge. Fresh
2-Region
Damn OOD
5-Greek letter
3-Completes
Lure makes the job a breeze. room, air conditioner and Icing
• emmaiwy th I. lempferhug aro
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
minn nnm oomo
Kentucky Lake catfish every
size bed. Phone 753-7447.
4-Slaves
8-Canadian
Soo
wax
impanels
loree
•
••
] WOG NMO
*
proRent
Phone
753-52
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field
electri
73.
c shampooer $1.
Full time only. Apply
11-36-C
5-Parent (collect.)
province (abbr.)
OM NCO UMO 3111
•row Ws •••• IS am her this
hi-27-C
6 Ta ken
Tidwell's Paint Store.
grown, 14 lb by the basket.
12-War god
In person Wednesday
M-29-C
WU
G30
MONO
proem.-"Weft sad lw Miser
1868 PONTIAC
unlawfully
convertible,
13-Unit of Siamese
Standard gas la 9/10 per. gal.
GNO3 ODU 0027
or Thursday, at
7-Possessne
mem.
CARPET colors looking dim? 1,100 GALLON water tank. A-1
power !leering and brakes. RIIMacurrency
pronoun
ulholesale and Retail. Open 7
080
MCCI
conditi
OU
on.
Price
$100.00
.
Phone
Here is what ear training
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim.
I4-St. up
onably priced. Call 753-3318 afNqMOMG CUOMO
diys a week.
program eters yea:
15-Gull-like brrd
April-24-C
9-Tennis lanekes
Murray
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric 498-8628.
ter 8-00 p. m.
OM ODOM A312
M-25--P
10-Incline
16-Feamble
• C day week.
UOU MOM NOG
shampooer $1. Western Auto 13 FOOT Aluminum
A WARM WELCOME always
11.Tmogai*lbw •
John Boat.
18-Securit
1963 S-Twenty-two Comet 2.
17
Store.
awaits you • "The Wishin
19-Man's
11-29-C Two years old. Price $55.00.
th.
g
•prier
Hwy. 841 So.
door sedan. Black • and white
22-0e11 mood
12-Lair
43-Ifirati
nwknarne
Weil" in Western Auto. Come
Phone 753-4516.
24-Story
*maims ended - Earn ,,.CAMPING Trailer
34-Pronoun
11-27-C
vinyl interior, bucket seats and
Next to Holiday Inn
44-Romao road
20-AdMisive
, 15 ft. fully25-Macaw
In and browse around. M-2
36-Goal
whit
laarepme
No
sellfurnish
47-Paper
ed.
substanc
6-C
measure
Real nice and ideal KENMORE
e
26-Knock
39-Having
m27 4-speed transmission. A local
electric
linelve&
ironer,
49-Bactenologest's
21 Superlative
28-Woody plant
for outing. Call 753-7728 or
depressions
car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept
GILT RID of pests, they wool
ending
mm
• Geed dean salary pina
$20-00- Two bowling balls with
29-Symbol for silver 41-Weight of India
Phone 753-5273.
753-7435.
hmes-srilk planned saltd-211-C
30-Fabric
Ism on their own. Termites ea
51-Gaelic
23-Greek Mier
11-116-C zipper bags, $5.00 each. Filing
43-Saunters lazily
31-Suffir follouvr
artr=dmaion while In
44-Na row, flat
52-Unwanted plant
25-Part of circle
cabinet, legal size, 3 drawers,
right on eating if you ignore WANTED: Part time office 1967 MERC
TREAT
of
URY
RUGS
Cougar
board
2-door
right, they'll
54-Imitate
27-Sicilian volcano
them. Kelly's Pest Control Is the help, female, age 25 to 35. High hardto
$20.00. Coif clubs, 8 irons,
a
delight
p
with
if cleaned with B
a 289 V-8. This
• Minim; to Managerial
29-Among
1
2 3 4'APS
.5 6
7 :0701: 8 9
$10.00. Phone 753-7825
rower, locally owned and op- school diploma. Interview Wed- is a local
..vo
10 11
Lustre. Rent electric ahampo
peaks within 2 Le 2
car in topflight con33-Preferably
5:00 p. in.
arated foe KI years. We can be nesday 9:30 a, m. to noon. No dition.
roan.
M-27
$1.
Big K.
Parker Ford Used Car
35-Envoy
phone
calls.
Bunny
Bread
Co., Dept.
reached 24 hours a day. If It.
• Outstanding•alp leyee
$413
Phone 753-5273. M-26-C
37-Part of church
M-25-C
a pest call us. Phone 733-3014 206% East Main.
hese/Its Include company
17 II
LAKE COTTAGE - Instant liv- CUB TRACTOR, plow, disc,
I•
U1
6
38-Paradise
paid pension plan. HWY
Member Chamber of Commerce WAITR
ing in a completely furnished cultivators (disc, scratcher, shoESS WANTED, evening 1965 THUNDERBIRD Landau.
18
40-Number
.•••••
.
tt:55
19
pitaliga
Surgica
ttos,
...
l aid
and Builders Asexistion LCP- shift.
ready to live in home. The vels), mower, planter and fer.•.:4'.
VW
Must be experienced, re- A luxurious automobile with
41-Bishopric
Major Medical revere.,
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100 ferenc
cheapest way to buy a second tilizer etc. All for $700.00. C. G.
:AV••••••••••••:cv.
:
4
es. Holiday Restaurant power steering, power brakes
42-Exptre
tree
Insuran
life
ce,
em:tai4
:4
4:4.4111
II
So. 13th Street. phone 753-3014. Aurora
:
:
414:
4
1 23 24
•
home. Murray Mobile Homes, Milan, 904 Chickasaw, Paris,
ployee educatSon plan and
. Apply in person in af- and factory air. This is a one
44-Steeple
25
Tenn.
Phone
Kwy.
owner
Kentuc
641
642-49
ky car in A-Lcon- ,
78. M-27-P
nuuiy more.
H-11South,. Phone 253411-Negativa.
M-25-C dition.
11640.
33
3,4
Parker Ford Used Car I
If vow s.. ••• Cl I. IS mil
• •35 36
M-31-C HARLEY-DAV
50-Traced
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR will WANTED:
IDSON
.
.
•4
Dept.
'
Choppe
wow
4
•
em me may be ehle se
Short-order night
Phone 753-5273.
r.
hi-26-C
53-461e to read
be closed all day Saturdays
37
FORM
Very
AL
good
conditi
meelfy.
Annou
cook
on,
nceme
Mplima
Apply
wet re.
new motor
nts and
bein person, Trenand *Me
r.411
3
Bnning the first Saturday in holm's
NM
Invitations. See a complete cata- and reconditioned transmission,
•
Nigh Scheel grimimese
Drive-In, 12th & Chest- 1962 FORD FAIRLANE 500, 4
55-Unit of Italian
ispg,or 41/91.:::::::4 1
.
0:4•MI 43
ApriL
;ffirMe
▪ Migilite. her fuMum iiihreweim
logue of all types of invitations, springer front end, Minters
currency (pl.)
!.4•.1,1Vii
.:410EN
ITC nut.
bar
TFC door sedan with 260 V-8. Standeleis,
44 45 46 .17
announcements,
56-Appellation of
a 49 :•:;:•( 50
ard transmission and vinyl inpersonalized mounts. Call 753-6199 after
EDNA MILLER is now workin WANTED
Athena
•:•;:•,"
a
g
C. P. Williams
cards at. a low price everyone 5:00 p. in.
-Young man mechan- terior. A local one owner car.
iiii
53
TFNC
part time at Doris' Beauty
54
57-Footlike part
;•••••• 55
can afford. Call Paul Mick,
Sa- ically inclined to service mobile Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
OA!
753lon. Call 753-8474 for appoin homes. Apply
• al
58-Comfort
2404 after- p. in.
56
t.
jo person at Mur- Phone 753-5273.
0.44'157
LOST AND F34/1412
.
'110$ 58
11-27-P
ment
Southside Manor
59-Fixed period of
•.7.4k
M-3I-C ray Mobile Homes, Hwy 641
•-•-•.K.i4
time
Phone
BEAUTY SHOP equipment. Will LOST: White female
753-6702
German
M-27-C 1964 VOLKSWAGEN camper
LEADING TRIPLE A rated South.
60-Dutch town
Murray, Kentucky.
sell cheap. Phone 489-3302.
vo.
Shepherd about 6 months old,
and 1960 Volkswageb sedan
home manufacturers of
Diatr by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
61-Winter vehicle
/5
sectioo- WANTED: Part or full time Good condition. Phone 753-76
no
collar.
Phone 753-1861,
si homes, FHA and VA
30
approv- waitress. Apply in person after
M-25-C
11-27-C
ed. Wanted in the Murray,
Ken- 3:00 p. m. at Tom's Pizza Palanky area, a builder-dealer.
For lace.
M-31-C 1965 CHEVROLET Impala conPeanuts®
inSormation
and
vertible. Real sharp car! Phone
brochures,
by Charles M. Schulz
write: Regional Sales Manage
FOR MINT
753-5029.
r
M-26-P
Bill Stringfield, 26 Rinks
Drive, THREE-BEDROOM house,
5PEAKING FROM TNE PITCHER'S
liv. 1962 CHEVROLET Impala 2DEFI NCI-ELY..
C3artsville, Tenn. 37640. M-31-C
lug room, dining room, kitchen. door hardtop. Good
OF VIEW,NA5 TNE LOWERING
shape. Will
Big garden spot. Located on sell for $300.00
OF TNE MOUND AFFECTED TNE
. Call 753-8145
1/
641 North. Contact Robert Wig- Monday, Tuesda
y, Wednesday
SERVICES OFFISH()
GAME 4/ERce mucw ?
gins at Wiggins Furniture be- after 6:00 p.
m.
M-26-P
HORSES: At stud, 2 regist- tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m.
ered 5 gaited 'Unions, Pre- Phone 753-4568. Couples or cou- 1967 VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre- ples with children only. TFC condition. Phone 753-8553.
ZWr, Ensigns Majestic Style by 4-BEDR
h1-28-C
OOM
Majestic Ensign. Top breeding story brick one panelled) two- 1963 PLYM
OUTH Valiant Sighome for rent. New
In USA. One registered Welch gas furnac
e, carport, large utili- net 2-door hardtop. Automatic
pony, show type. Sales-Train- ty.
FTeellent location, 1000 transmission and bucket seats.
ing-Boarding. Blackwell St.- Sharp
Street. Available March A local car that is clean. Parkhis. Route I, Murray, Ky. Phone 22. Key is
er Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
at 2031
/
2 N. 10th
7534977.
March-I14 Murray. Write Bob Gass, St 753-5273.
kt-26-C
1618
Nancy
BEAT THE SPRING rush per- S. W. 10th Street, Ft. Lauder
by Ernie Bushmiller
dale,
Fla.
Phone 524-5341. TFC 1966 MUSTANG 2-door hardtop,
iod. Call now and let me talk
with you about your room ad- NEW 3
8 cylinder, automatic transmisOFFICER,
-BEDROOM house on
sion. An exceptionally clean loOnion or new house. Specializ- South
10th Street, Available
WILL YOU
cal car. Parker Ford Used Car
ing in kitchen remodeling and April 15.
$110.00 per month. Dept.
updath.g. I will be glad to dis- Phone
Phone 753-5273.
PLEASE
M-26-C
753-3903.
M-27-C
cuss your ideas with you and
SEND
TWO
(2) 1967 FORD Galaxie
give an estimate without any TWO-BEpROOM furnished gaMY BALL
obligation. Call Gerald L Cart- rage apartment, fenced in beck 500 convertibles. Both of these
are local clean oars.
er, 753-8280.
BACK
11-25-C yard. Phone 753-6119.
M-27P ible time is Here" Convert,,, Parker
WILL BREAK gardens. Phone NEWLY DECORATED 2-bed- Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753753-4639.
M-25-C room furnished apartment with 5273.
M-26-C
kitchen and den. Air conditioner, carpet and electric heat. 1952 MODEL 30 Ferguson tracIi
Married couple only. Located tor. Excellent condition and perWANTED TO Rita
100 South 13th Street. May be fect rubber. Parker Ford Used
WANTED: One or two-bedroom seen at Kelly's Peet
Car Dept. Phone 733-5273.
Control,
unfurnished house out of city
18-26-C
TFC
limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rent NEW TWO BEDROOM apart- 1968 CAMERO SS 369 with Rally
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and °lent' "'nix tile
Has Sport packet! on it, all gauges.
.rrNc drapes, air-conditionibath.
ask for Mary.
ng, stove. Grey with black vinyl roof. Full
Call 753-7457.
M-27-C stripes. Phone 489-2181. lit-27-P
1964 CHEVELLE SS, 4-speed.
Phone 753-8402 after 4:00 p. m.
by R. Van Buren
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UAL RITA'S FOR SALO

owe°
Flexible
4Iastic Pipe

RD.

NB

TUESDAY- MARCH 25. 1969
POR SAL2

a • casual dress Is
n, the trim top has
with a two-buckled
double knit wool.

•

TIME, - MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

from WESTERN MASTICS CORPORATION
NASTINOS, NallASICA

There a BIG Difference in Plastic Pipe KLIAR(
C.
8 , you can see it.
Why ne use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pipit
available,
the f0T--Fartit aid Horne Water Systems ..
Municip4 Water Service Lines ...
Food Froressing Planes . .
WWI Fipine,
. Many other appicellisie
. •

•

•

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.
WS East Main Street
Telephone 753-3341
Murray, Kentucky

LAKE DEVELOPMENT: Fine
going lake lot development on
Lake Barkley, over 200 acres,
10 minutes from prosperous
'town. Owner has other interest
and will make very liberal terms
or contract agreement. This project needs a pusher. A great
chance to have your own lake
subdivision. Call or write T.
Pritchett, 4100 Hillsboro Rd.,
Nashville, Tenn. 37215 (297H-M-25-C
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home
in Highland Oaks Sub-division
with carport Ready for occupancy. Call Howard G. Bucy, 753.
1861. Make a reasonable offer
and it may be yours. M-27-NC
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all electric, large living-dining room
combination, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robertson
School. By owner. Call 753-1792
days or 7534973 nights. M-25-C
ONE ACRE located city limits
Hazel with pump and good well.
Ideal building site. Call 5846084 Camden, Tenn.
111-25-P
BY OWNER: Good seven room
frame house with bath on two
acre lot with good garden and
nice shady lawn. Located in
Kirksey. Price 57,50000. Phone
753-3537.
11.27.P
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PAWS EIGHT
THI LIDGER

Foreclosure
Suit Dropped
In Mayfield
Jet

MAYFIELD, ny., March M—
A foreciamare Mtegoist the
owners of Wylie Sapp=
Plain has hem dlesehned hi
Gram Coe= Circsit Cont.
The
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Draft way.
' The Mem ay Me Louisville
'headoies Riede te If.and was
is a yaw Maw. Monwer, the
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at ifte reap= et owners et Me
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SEEN & HEARD ...Jim Backus
Miss Carolyn Many Say
Court Is
Holds Record
Too Supreme
For Series

TUDAY

-

MARCH 25.

ICwerinwad Preen Page One)
just to replace school windows
alone. Chicago spent 0100.000
for the same thing.

(Cereinated Pres Pews Osea)

If that keeps up schools will
have to be made of reinforced
A majority of the nation's in. concrete ceilings, floors and
By VERNON SCOTT
dependent business owners poll- walls with no windows.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
ed by the National Federation
if Independent Brisket= be- Mete es the ROTC, like the
lieve that the U. & Supreme unit at Murray State: 41 gen- HOLLYWOOD UPI -Television
Coed should not be so se- erals in the Air Force today veteran Jim Backus speaking:
were commissioned originally -Making a television
previa.
series is
Refketing vridespreed contro- from ROTC. Eight of the major like childbirth, you forget the
versy over the COUTI and its re- commands in Viet Nam 'today pain until the next time."
cent rulings, 61 percent of these are filled with generals who
Backus holds the video record
owners have endorsed a pro- came from ROTC. Last year for number of series starr
ed in,
posed Constitutional amend- ROTC graduated 21,426 offic- a total of six: "I Marri
ed Joan,"
ment which would give Con- ers for the Army, Navy and "The Jim Backus
Show," "Mr.
tras veto power over the Court, Air Force, more than ten times Magoo," "Gilli
gan's Island,"
just as the President has a the number graduated from the "Blondie"
and "The Good Cs••
three service academies, West
veto over Congressys," which he joined after "MPoint, Afimapolis and Coloraoodie" folded.
This propose, made by Re- do
Miss Margaret Greer
Sp5iags that year.
presentative John P. Sayler of
. . etti Grade Winner
Pennsylvania, would provide
Second Series
This Iims you an idea as what
that Congress, by a two-thirds1
kind
the
èi3ob
presid
ent
of the
vote of both housed, could over'I married Joan' was only the
rule the High Court. His reso- United States has.
second series on the air, follow50-0-0-0-0-0 SIG- • An outline of a Boein
lution would have to be paned
g 747 superjet was painted on the
ing 'I Love Lucy," Backus said.
Schiphol Airport at Amsterdam,
apron at
Holland, by KL144 Royal Dutch Airlin
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Meet ... Penny Vance
New Curb Service Attendant
at The Palace Drive-In
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Penny wishes to extend an invitation
to everyone to come
and enjoy a meal at the Palace.
This week . . . Thursday and Frid
ay, we will have a
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Sale on Regular Size Hamburgers

1* SALE

Buy One at the Regular Price (35)
and
GET THE SECOND FOR 10

•

PALACE DRIVE IN
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A? 753-7992
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